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Abstract
Since it has been found that the MadGraph Monte Carlo generator offers superior
flavour-matching capability as compared to Alpgen, the suitability of MadGraph
for the generation of tt¯bb¯ events is explored, with a view to simulating this back-
ground in searches for the Standard Model Higgs production and decay process
tt¯H,H → bb¯. Comparisons are performed between the output of MadGraph and
that of Alpgen, showing that satisfactory agreement in their predictions can be
obtained with the appropriate generator settings.
A search for the Standard Model Higgs boson, produced in association with the top
quark and decaying into a bb¯ pair, using 20.3 fb−1 of 8 TeV collision data collected
in 2012 by the ATLAS experiment at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider, is presented.
The GlaNtp analysis framework, together with the RooFit package and associated
software, are used to obtain an expected 95% confidence-level limit of 4.2+4.1−2.0 times
the Standard Model expectation, and the corresponding observed limit is found to
be 5.9; this is within experimental uncertainty of the published result of the analysis
performed by the ATLAS collaboration.
A search for a heavy charged Higgs boson of mass mH± in the range
200 ≤ mH±/GeV ≤ 600, where the Higgs mediates the five-flavour beyond-the-
Standard-Model physics process gb→ tH± → ttb, with one top quark decaying lep-
tonically and the other decaying hadronically, is presented, using the 20.3 fb−1 8 TeV
ATLAS data set. Upper limits on the product of the production cross-section and
the branching ratio of the H± boson are computed for six mass points, and these
are found to be compatible within experimental uncertainty with those obtained by
the corresponding published ATLAS analysis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“A beginning is the time for taking the most delicate care
that the balances are correct.”
— Frank Herbert, Dune
During its first run from 2009 to 2013 [1], the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2, 3] at
the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) produced unprecedented
amounts of high-energy proton-proton collision data. Its physics objectives are ex-
tremely wide-ranging and ambitious – it aims to allow the exploration of physics
at the teraelectronvolt (TeV) scale, with the potential for observing new physics
at these hitherto-inaccessible energies. The most notable event of this period was
the announcement by the ATLAS [4] and CMS [5] experiments in July 2012 of the
observation of a new neutral scalar boson consistent with the Standard Model (SM)
Higgs boson [6, 7] – a previously unobserved particle, the existence of which had been
predicted by theory since the 1960s. This particle is an important part of the Stan-
dard Model of particle physics [8] – the basis of current understanding of physics
at the smallest scales – due to its role in explaining the spontaneous breaking of
electroweak symmetry (hence accounting for the differing masses of the electroweak
gauge bosons W±, Z, and γ(i)) and it was also the last remaining undiscovered
fundamental particle according to the Standard Model.
This announcement represented the achievement of one of the LHC’s main objec-
tives, and the natural continuation of this line of research was to study the properties
of this new boson in greater detail; for example, the Higgs self-coupling remains to
be measured. Moreover, not all theoretically allowed modes of Higgs prodution have
been observed thus far, and in particular it remains to be understood how strongly
(i)This thesis follows the convention of denoting particles with italic symbols.
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the newly observed boson couples to other particles – especially the fermions such
as the heaviest Standard Model particle, the top quark. Since the Standard Model
Higgs couples to other particles according to their masses, it is anticipated that the
coupling between the Higgs and the top quark will provide the readiest source of
information about these couplings.
This thesis describes work undertaken to explore the viability of some potential dis-
covery modes for Higgs production in association with the top quark, considering
both the Standard Model Higgs scenario with the observed mass(ii) mH = 125 GeV
and the H → bb¯ decay mode, as well as a range of theoretical scenarios involving
charged Higgs bosons with different masses: these multivariate analyses are per-
formed by means of a neural network. An overview of the properties and capabilities
of the LHC accelerator and the ATLAS detector are given, together with a descrip-
tion of the theoretical underpinnings of the Standard Model, with a particular focus
on electroweak and Higgs physics. The statistical methods and the analysis software
employed in the presented analyses are outlined, and computational methods un-
derlying the production of simulated data (Monte Carlo) for use in ATLAS analyses
are described.
(ii)This thesis uses the system of natural or Planck units, in which ~ = 1 and c = 1 by definition,
so “GeV” can be read as equivalent to “GeV/c” in the case of momentum and “GeV/c2” in the
case of mass. Except where otherwise specified, quantities such as pT and mH have units of GeV.
The signature of the metric tensor is taken to be (−,+,+,+).
Chapter 2
The Standard Model and Higgs
Searches
“This summer I have discovered something totally useless.”
— Peter Higgs, 1964
“Three quarks for Muster Mark!”
— James Joyce, Finnegans Wake
2.1 The Standard Model
2.1.1 Introduction – bosons and the fundamental forces
The Standard Model of particle physics is a theory describing interactions between
fundamental particles of half-integer spin (the fermions) in terms of fundamental
particles of integer spin (the bosons), which are understood to mediate the funda-
mental forces. The Standard Model has been extremely successful in describing a
multitude of decay and scattering processes at all energy regimes that have been ex-
perimentally probed thus far, hence allowing the identification of three fundamental
physical interactions (i.e. neglecting gravity, which is not described by the Standard
Model) which are mediated by gauge bosons. These are the familiar electromagnetic
(EM) interaction (mediated by the photon, γ), the weak interaction (mediated by
the W+,W−, andZ bosons) and the strong interaction (mediated by the gluon, g)
[8]. These bosons are detailed in Table 2.1, along with the hypothetical graviton (G)
– a particle outside the Standard Model which is postulated to mediate gravitational
interactions [9].
3
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Force Boson Charge Spin Mass (GeV)
Strong gluon (g) 0 1 0
EM photon (γ) 0 1 0
Weak W±, Z ±1, 0 1 80, 91
Gravity graviton (G) 0 2 0
Table 2.1: A table showing the bosons responsible for mediating the four fundamen-
tal forces, with some of their main properties. For the gluon and the electroweak
gauge bosons, these properties have been experimentally validated; for the graviton
they are based on theoretical expectation.
Electromagnetic interactions are responsible for all of chemistry, and hence (ne-
glecting gravity) they account for all known behaviour of matter at electron-volt
energy scales (equivalently, at distances greater than the dimensions of the atom).
The electromagnetic interaction is mediated by the photon, a massless vector bo-
son; because the photon is massless and lacks self-interactions, the electromagnetic
potential scales with distance r as 1
r
.
The weak force accounts for the decay of massive particles such as the heavier
baryons and the top quark (which almost invariably decays via the mode t→ bW+)
[10]. It also plays an important role in fusion processes in star cores. Because it is
mediated by massive vector bosons, its associated potential scales as e
−mr
r
for force-
carrying bosons of mass m – i.e. an exponential decay with distance, resulting in
an interaction with an extremely short range.
The strong force binds colour-charged objects (quarks and gluons, collectively par-
tons) together in composite states known as hadrons. Two broad families of hadrons
exist in the Standard Model, characterised by their numbers of valence quarks (i.e.
the quarks within the hadron which determine their quantum numbers – this ex-
cludes so-called virtual or sea quarks, of which a hadron may contain an indefinite
number): states with two valence quarks are bosons and are termed mesons, whereas
states with three valence quarks are fermions and are termed baryons. This latter
classification includes the most familiar, stable and important hadrons, the proton
(uud) and the neutron (ddu).
In the Standard Model, neutrons undergo weak decay (i.e. β decay) to protons over
a timescale of minutes, whereas protons are unable to decay to any other state as
they are the least massive baryon, and since baryon number is a conserved quantity
in the Standard Model, decays to mesons are impermissible. However, in some
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beyond-the-Standard-Model (BSM) theories, it is possible for protons to decay (e.g.
p→ l+pi0), which makes limit-setting on the proton lifetime important for validating
the Standard Model [11]. The Standard Model neither implies nor precludes the
existence of so-called “exotic” hadrons, i.e. bound states with more than three
valence quarks, such as tetraquarks of four valence quarks and pentaquarks of five
– indeed there is experimental evidence for the existence of both of these types of
exotic state [12–14].
The strong force has some unique properties. The boson associated with the strong
force, the gluon, is the only force carrier with a self-coupling, because gluons are
themselves colour-charged(i). As a consequence, the potential associated to the
strong interaction grows with distance due to the “anti-screening” effect of the cloud
of colour charge from virtual gg pairs surrounding a bare parton, which serves to
enhance the perceived strength of the colour-charged object. Thus, the effective
strong coupling constant αs appears greater at larger distances (equivalently, αs (Q
2)
decreases at higher energy transfer Q2 – the so-called asymptotic freedom of the run-
ning strong coupling). This very property, however, results in a counter-intuitive
limiting of the strong force’s effective range, because when two strongly-interacting
objects are separated by more than a certain small distance, the increase in strong
potential corresponding to the increased separation will be sufficient to create more
colour-charged objects from the vacuum, resulting in hadronisation – i.e. the for-
mation of colourless states (or colour singlets) from the colour-charged fundamental
particles, quarks and gluons. Because of this phenomenon it is impossible to ob-
serve colour-charged states, such as bare quarks and gluons, directly; this is termed
colour confinement. The experimental observation corresponding to this hadroni-
sation process is the jet : the cone-like shower of hadrons coming radially outwards
from the interaction point. By analysing the substructures of these jets it is possi-
ble to construct a probability function to describe how likely it is that a given jet
originated from a particular kind of hadron; this approach is particularly important
in identifying jets that result from the hadronisation of b-quarks (i.e. b-tagging).
The remaining fundamental force is gravity, which is often described as being medi-
ated by a spin-2 boson called the graviton, since this is the most natural quantum
field theory interpretation of the Einstein field equations [9]. Notably, the gravi-
ton does not form part of the Standard Model, and there is currently no direct
evidence for its existence; owing to the extreme weakness of gravity compared to
(i)There are three types of colour charge – red, green and blue. Gluons carry one colour charge
and one anti-colour charge; quarks have a single charge of either kind, depending on whether they
are antiquarks.
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the other three interactions at the length scales typically probed in particle physics
experiments, the effects of gravity are very difficult to measure.
With the exception of the hypothetical graviton, all force-carrying bosons are vector
bosons, meaning that they have a spin of one. The Higgs, as will be described later,
is different; it is a spinless (or scalar) boson.
2.1.2 Fermions – Quarks and Leptons
Whereas the bosons mediate the interactions between matter particles (and between
the bosons themselves), matter is constituted by a different set of fundamental
particles termed fermions. These are particles of half-integer spin, which therefore
behave quite differently from bosons. The chief difference in relativistic quantum
field theory is that fermionic states ψ are thought of as solutions to the Dirac
equation
(
i∂
/−m)ψ = (i∂µγµ −m)ψ = 0, (2.1)
and they obey Fermi-Dirac statistics, whereas bosons are solutions to the Klein-
Gordon equation
(
+ µ2
)
ψ ≡
(
∂2
∂t2
−∇2 +m2
)
ψ = 0, (2.2)
(where ≡ −ηµν∂µ∂ν = ∂∂t −∇2 denotes the d’Alembertian operator, i.e. the Lapla-
cian of Minkowski space) and they obey Bose-Einstein statistics [15].
One of the consequences of the bosons’ obeying Bose-Einstein statistics is that it
is possible for several bosons to occupy any given quantum state, whereas this is
forbidden for fermions (the Pauli exclusion principle). A consequence of this lat-
ter fact is that fermions, unlike bosons, “occupy” volume in space, and it is this
fundamental property which causes matter to be extended rather than point-like.
The fundamental division within the fermions is between the quarks and the leptons.
Quarks are fermionic partons (colour-charged objects), whereas leptons lack colour
charge and hence interact exclusively via the electromagnetic and weak interactions.
Leptons which lack electric charge are termed neutrinos, and these interact solely via
the weak interaction. Initially believed to be massless, it has in recent decades been
established empirically that neutrino masses are nonzero [16] (due to the “mixing”
of mass eigenstates, which implies a mass hierarchy, and which is forbidden if the
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neutrino masses are all zero) but too small to be measured directly with presently
available experimental techniques [8].
The known fundamental fermions are divided into three generations of matter. For
the leptons, these are the electron, the muon, the tau, their respective neutrinos, and
the antiparticles of these six particles. For the quarks, each generation features an
“up-type” quark with charge +2
3
and a “down-type” quark with charge −1
3
. These
six quarks are the up, the down, the charm, the strange, the top and the bottom.
An important property used to classify these particles is their helicity, defined by
h = ~S · pˆ, where ~S is the particle’s spin vector and pˆ is a unit vector in the direction
of its momentum; the sign of the helicity describes whether a state is left-handed (i.e.
the particle’s spin vector opposes the direction of its momentum vector) or right-
handed (i.e. the spin and momentum vectors are parallel). For massive particles,
however, this quantity is not well-defined, since it is always possible to Lorentz-
boost into a reference frame in which the particle is propagating in the direction
−pˆ. Thus one can define a more general concept of chirality or “handedness” based
on whether a particle transforms according to a left- or right-handed representation
of the Poincare´ group; this formalises the idea of a state with the property that, like
a hand, it is intrinsically not identical to its mirror image.
Most particles exist in both left-handed and right-handed chirality states; however,
the chiral nature of the electroweak theory implies that only left-handed fermions
may interact via the weak interaction. Since neutrinos cannot interact via any other
interaction, it has not yet been possible to observe right-handed neutrinos, and they
are taken not to exist within the Standard Model. Thus, all fermions are represented
as either left-handed doublets or right-handed singlets. The left-handed lepton states
are shown in (2.3), and the corresponding right-handed states are shown in (2.4).
The left-handed quark states are shown in (2.5) and the right-handed quark states
in (2.6) and (2.7). Notably, the left-handed quarks comprise three doublets, whereas
the right-handed quarks comprise two singlets.
(
e
νe
)
L
,
(
µ
νµ
)
L
,
(
τ
ντ
)
L
(2.3)
(
e µ τ
)
R
(2.4)
(
u
d
)
L
,
(
c
s
)
L
,
(
t
b
)
L
(2.5)
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(
u c t
)
R
(2.6)
(
d s b
)
R
(2.7)
2.2 Symmetry
Any physical field theory can be formulated in terms of Lagrangian mechanics,
according to which the theory describes physics in terms of a Lagrange density (or,
simply, Lagrangian). Field theories of which the Lagrangians are invariant under
a certain group of transformations are referred to as gauge theories; the Standard
Model is an example of such a gauge theory. The Lagrangians associated to each of
the three fundamental forces within the SM are each invariant under their own set
of transformations, corresponding to their respective symmetry groups. Combining
these three symmetry groups, the overall symmetry group of the Standard Model
Lagrangian is SU(3)× SU(2)L × U(1)Y, comprising the product of the respective
symmetry groups of the strong force, the electromagnetic force and the weak force.
2.2.1 CP Symmetry
Each particle in the Standard Model has a corresponding antiparticle, which has
identical properties except for its electric charge, flavour, and lepton numbers, which
are exactly opposite. The neutral bosons γ, Z, and g are each their own respective
antiparticles (fermions with this property are termed Majorana particles, although
none have yet been observed); the charged W+ and W− bosons are each other’s
antiparticles. By contrast, almost all fermions are known to be Dirac particles,
meaning that they have distinct antiparticle states; the neutrinos are the exception,
as it is currently unknown whether they are Majorana or Dirac particles.
CP (charge conjugation – parity) symmetry is the symmetry that is exhibited be-
tween these antiparticles and their associated particles; if it were an exact sym-
metry, then physics would be indistinguishable if all particles in the universe were
interchanged with their respective antiparticles, and all spatial dimensions were si-
multaneously inverted. In reality, matter and antimatter are not interchangeable in
this way; clearly, there is much more of the former than the latter in the Universe,
and the source of this asymmetry is not well understood.
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2.2.2 Spontaneous Electroweak Symmetry Breaking – The
Higgs Mechanism
During the development of modern physics the importance of fundamental symme-
tries of nature became increasingly apparent. These include the well-known Poincare´
symmetry group of special relativity, as well as the gauge symmetries of quantum
field theories. It is well-established that the electromagnetic and weak interactions
combine above a certain energy threshold, forming the electroweak interaction; the
electromagnetic interaction itself is a unification of the electrostatic and magnetic
forces.
Moreover, it became apparent during the development of the Standard Model that
certain fundamental symmetries of nature would need to be broken in order to pro-
duce the physics that is observed at lower energies, hence the concept of symmetry
breaking. This is needed in the electroweak model because, if electroweak symme-
try were unbroken, all the fundamental Standard Model particles would be massless,
which is clearly inconsistent with observation: in particular, massive vector bosons
are needed to account for the “weakness” and short range of the weak force. This dif-
ficulty cannot be circumvented by inserting “bare” mass terms into the electroweak
Lagrangian, since doing so would violate gauge invariance and make the theory non-
renormalisable; instead, the most parsimonious explanation is that the vector boson
masses are generated dynamically by some other physical interaction.
Beginning in the 1960s, theorists(ii) developed field theories in which a unified in-
teraction may “split” into two separate interactions through a process known as
spontaneous symmetry breaking [17–19]. In the case of the electroweak interaction,
this process of symmetry breaking gives rise (at suitably low energies) to two dis-
tinct physical interactions – i.e. the electromagnetic and weak interactions. The
symmetry group associated to the electroweak interaction changes accordingly, with
the original SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetry group (where Y = 2(Q− T3), with T3 the
third component of weak isospin, is the weak hypercharge) being broken down to
the global U(1) symmetry of the electromagnetic interaction. The physical conse-
quences of this can be understood by considering the behaviour of the associated
vector bosons. Prior to symmetry breaking, the electroweak interaction has four
degrees of freedom, which can be understood as three vector bosons W+, W−, and
W 0 from SU(2)L that couple left handed states (left-handed leptons and neutrinos
(ii)In order to give credit to other responsible theorists, the name of the Higgs mechanism is
sometimes expanded to include names such as Brout and Englert. For the sake of completeness,
Peter Higgs has proposed referring to it as the “ABEGHHK’tH mechanism”.
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– there are no right-handed neutrinos in the Standard Model) to one another, and
one vector boson B0 from U(1)Y that couples left- and right-handed leptons (i.e.
states of nonzero Y ) to one another. There are two associated couplings: that of the
three W fields to the fermions, denoted gW , and that of the B
0 field to the fermions,
denoted g′W . Since B
0 and W 0 have the same quantum numbers, they mix to give
the two physical bosons γ and Z0 in a manner that can be formulated as a rotation
in phase space according to the equations
γ = cos θW B
0 − sin θW W 0
Z0 = sin θW B
0 + cos θW W
0, (2.8)
where θW denotes the (Weinberg) weak mixing angle, which parametrises the mixing
[20].
This symmetry breaking is associated with a certain energy scale – the electroweak
scale, v =
(√
2GF
)− 1
2 , where GF ≈ 1.17× 10−5 GeV−2 denotes the Fermi coupling
[21]. Within the Higgs model, this can be interpreted as the vacuum expectation
value (denoted “vev” or v) of the Higgs field, and its nonzero value (the height of
the peak in the centre of the “Mexican hat” potential as illustrated in Figure 2.1) is
what allows for the breaking of the electroweak symmetry. Together with the gauge
couplings to the W and B fields, v is one of three “free” (theoretically undetermined)
parameters in the electroweak model (of course, other choices of the three parameters
are possible – for experimental purposes the most precisely measured quantities are
typically used, namely MZ , e and GF) [8].
Different mechanisms have been postulated to account for the breaking of elec-
troweak symmetry, including various Higgs models and technicolor [22–24]. The
Higgs model(iii) allows for these masses to be generated dynamically via interactions
between the other Standard Model particles and a scalar Higgs field. Within this
model, the physical Higgs field is the remnant of a complex scalar SU(2) Higgs
doublet which possesses four intrinsic degrees of freedom, three of which mix with
the other fields in the electroweak model to give the physical (massive) W and Z
bosons, while the fourth component is understood to act as a separate physical field,
i.e. the Higgs boson. The Higgs term in the electroweak Lagrangian introduces two
additional self-coupling parameters: the quadratic coupling µ and the quartic cou-
pling λ, which is related to the Higgs vev v and the Higgs mass mH by the relation
(iii)When stated without qualification in this thesis, “the Higgs boson/model” refers to the Stan-
dard Model Higgs.
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mH = v
√
2λ; µ is left as a free parameter and must be measured independently [20].
For a complex scalar Higgs field Φ it is possible to define a Lagrangian L with
(real-valued) kinetic and potential terms,
L = T (Φ)− V (Φ) = (∂µΦ) (∂µΦ)∗ −
(
µ2ΦΦ∗ + λ (ΦΦ∗)2
)
. (2.9)
The shape of the Higgs potential V (Φ) then depends on the sign of µ2 (λ must not
be negative, in order to ensure that the potential is bounded). In the case of µ2 > 0,
there is a unique vacuum solution V |Φ=0 = 0; however, in the case of µ2 < 0, the
“trivial” solution at Φ = 0 is seen to be a “false” vacuum, since although it represents
a metastable state of the field, it is not the true minimum of potential but rather
a local maximum, dropping down to the true minimum in all directions; this is the
so-called “Mexican hat” shape. If we consider the true minimum of potential as
the “true” physical vacuum of the Higgs field, then we see that the false vacuum is
separated from this true vacuum state by an amount of energy
〈0|Φ|0〉 = |µ|√
λ
= v ≈ 246 GeV, (2.10)
the Higgs vacuum expectation value. It is this discrepancy between the false (metastable,
associated with a relative maximum of energy) and true (truly stable, globally-
minimal energy state of the field) vacua that allows spontaneous symmetry breaking
to occur; the imperfect stability of the false vacuum state implies that the Higgs
field will inevitably drop down into its true minimum when the system is subjected
to any perturbation; as illustrated in Figure 2.1, this can be thought of as analogous
to a marble, balanced on top of an upturned bowl, falling towards the “true” zero of
gravitational potential on the ground and away from the “false” zero of potential on
which it had been balanced. The marble’s “choice” of direction is what then breaks
the symmetry of that initially-symmetric system.
As in the case of the marble, the Higgs field actually has an infinite number of
minimal-energy states; these can be represented as a circle in the complex plane
with radius v, such that ΦΦ∗ = (R(Φ))2 + (I(Φ))2 = v2. These minima are specified
by
Φmin = e
iθ
√
µ2
2λ
, (2.11)
where θ represents the angle around the axis of potential. Clearly, any specific
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of the “Mexican hat” potential V (Φ) as a real-valued
function in the complex plane (R (Φ) , I (Φ)) – note that the vacuum expectation
value is nonzero, as illustrated by the elevated central region. Taken from Ref. [25].
choice of θ will result in the invariance of the system being lost (specifically, the
U(1) invariance). The question then is how to define a gauge for this theory; by
convention, the choice is to set θ = 0 so then Φmin = Φvac =
v√
2
is the value of the
potential in the vacuum, and the physical vacuum Higgs field is correspondingly
reduced from a complex scalar weak isospin doublet to simply
Φ0 =
1√
2
(
0
v
)
, (2.12)
i.e. a form in which it possesses only one degree of freedom. Thus, spontaneously
breaking the global U(1) symmetry by “choosing” the direction in which to fluctuate
has “eaten” three of the four degrees of freedom possessed intrinsically by the Higgs
field.
It is now clear that there are many possible excitations of the system which will
perturb it away from its vacuum state, and hence towards one of the minimal-energy
states. These excitations can be associated with zero energy, i.e. associated with
massless particles. Such a massless particle would be the Goldstone boson of this
theory – a type of scalar particle which always appears in any theory which features
a spontaneously broken symmetry. Since the symmetry is not broken explicitly by
terms in the Lagrangian of the theory, the boson must be massless.
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The field Φ can then be altered such that
Φ =
1√
2
(
µ√
λ
+H + iφ
)
, (2.13)
whereH and the new field φ both have zero vacuum expectation value. The potential
term in the Lagrangian can then be rewritten as
V = µ2H2 + µ
√
λ
(
H3 + φ2H
)
+
λ
4
(
H4 + φ4 + 2H2φ2
)
+
µ4
4λ
. (2.14)
Note that while H has an associated mass term µ2H2, there is no equivalent mass
term for the field φ.
However, it follows that since these Goldstone bosons would be able to transform
the vacuum of the theory into one of the other degenerate minimal-energy states
(i.e. an unphysical transformation which should be disallowed by the initial choice
of gauge specified by θ = 0), they should not be considered as physical particles.
Rather, the additional degrees of freedom in electroweak theory that the Goldstone
bosons would have “used up” are used instead by the gauge bosons of the electroweak
theory.
In total there are four of these degrees of freedom in the electroweak theory (since
Φ is actually a doublet of complex scalars, with two real parts and two imaginary
parts). Three of these degrees of freedom are used by the W and Z bosons, and the
fourth is associated to the massive scalar boson H above, i.e. the Higgs. Since the
coupling of the photon to the Higgs field is zero, its mass is also zero. One can then
deduce these relations between the W and Z boson masses mW and mZ , the Higgs
mass mH , the Higgs vev v and the gauge couplings gW and g
′
W :
mZ = v
√
g2W + g
′2
W
2
,
mW = v
gW
2
,
mH = v
√
2λ =
√
2 |µ| . (2.15)
This description so far covers only how the masses of the electroweak bosons could
be generated dynamically. It is also possible to account for fermion masses mf by
introducing a new set of couplings between the fermions and the Higgs field: these
are the Yukawa couplings λf . In terms of these couplings, then, the fermion masses
can be related to v by
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mf = v
λf√
2
. (2.16)
2.2.3 Supersymmetry
A significant theoretical problem with the Standard Model, including only one light
Higgs boson, is that certain quantum field theory terms which contribute to the
Higgs mass diverge quadratically at high energy scales, making the observed low-
mass Higgs scenario difficult to justify theoretically without resorting to an ad hoc
fine-tuning whereby the bare-mass terms and the quadratic terms cancel each other
to an implausible degree of precision, leaving a residual physical mass which is
extremely small relative to the necessary theoretical correction. This, the so-called
hierarchy problem, is a powerful argument that the Standard Model is merely a low-
energy effective theory which cannot provide a satisfactory and consistent model of
physics up to the Planck scale.
One major theoretical proposal which represents a potential solution to the hierar-
chy problem without invoking an extremely precise renormalisation is to consider a
new fundamental symmetry of nature: a symmetry between fermions and bosons,
termed supersymmetry or SUSY [26]. According to supersymmetry, each elemen-
tary boson has an equivalent fermion superpartner (“bosino”) and each elementary
fermion has an equivalent boson superparner (“sfermion”). The introduction of
these superpartners provides an elegant solution to the hierarchy problem: each of
the previously divergent terms in the expansion of the quadratic Higgs mass term
acquires an equivalent negative term corresponding to a direct cancellation by its
superpartner (as a consequence of the spin-statistics theorem, opposite signs are
assigned to terms which represent fermions and bosons respectively). However, as
of 2016, no such superpartners have been observed; in order to allow for the non-
existence of superpartners at explored energy scales, supersymmetry is considered
as a broken symmetry, meaning that the masses of the superpartners must be con-
siderably greater than those of the Standard Model particles, and hence inaccessible
at the energy scales that colliders have been able to probe [27]. The difference in
mass between the top (the heaviest quark) and the stop (the lightest squark) is
key: the stop is theoretically able to stabilise the Higgs vacuum against divergences,
provided that the stop mass is close to the electroweak scale (246 GeV). Moreover,
the potential relevance of supersymmetry to other theoretical problems such as the
composition of dark matter, grand unification, the stability of the proton, and string
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State Description
G0 neutral Goldstone boson
G± charged Goldstone bosons
h0 light CP-even Higgs boson
A0 neutral CP-odd Higgs boson
H0 heavy neutral CP-even Higgs boson
H± heavy charged CP-even Higgs bosons
Table 2.2: A table showing the eight electroweak degrees of freedom in the MSSM.
theory, makes it of great interest to physicists, and many experimental searches for
evidence of supersymmetry are ongoing [28].
2.2.4 The MSSM
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is the most conservative
model to incorporate supersymmetry within the framework of established Standard
Model physics; it permits only the bare minimum of new states and interactions
required to do so [26]. Table 2.2 describes the eight degrees of electroweak freedom
present in the MSSM, deriving from two complex doublets: only the first four are
present in the SM, while the latter four correspond to new, more massive Higgs
bosons. The lightest Higgs boson h0 corresponds to the Standard Model Higgs,
while the neutral and charged Goldstone bosons correspond to the Z and W bosons
respectively.
As with the Standard Model, it is not possible to compute expected masses for
the MSSM Higgs bosons directly from theory. Rather, the MSSM Higgs sector is
governed by two free parameters: the mass of the charged Higgs bosons mH± and
the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs fields arising from the
two complex doublets, denoted
tan β =
v2
v1
(2.17)
where v1 and v2 are related to the Standard Model Higgs vacuum expectation value
vSM by v
2
SM = v
2
1 + v
2
2.
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2.3 Higgs Searches
If the Higgs behaves as the Standard Model predicts, then it should manifest itself
in the form of corrections to the cross sections of certain high-energy scattering pro-
cesses, such as could be studied at a suitably powerful collider. This is how direct
searches can be carried out. Indirect searches are also possible, since it is possible
for Higgs loops to cause higher-order corrections to the values of electroweak observ-
ables; this was an important approach adopted by Higgs searches using LEP and
Tevatron data. These precise measurements of the W and top masses, statistically
combined with the results of direct searches, were used to constrain the Higgs mass
to the range 114 GeV ≤ mH ≤ 157 GeV at the 95 % confidence level [29, 30].
In addition, the Higgs model provides an important mechanism for protecting the
unitarity of the Standard Model. Because of self-interactions, the cross section of
longitudinal WW scattering would be divergent at some energy scale Λ & 1 TeV
without some additional corrections at higher orders in perturbation theory to sup-
press this behaviour [31, 32]. This gives an important theoretical constraint on
the Higgs mass, since it can be shown that in order for the Higgs to prevent this
divergence, its mass must satisfy the constraint
m2H ≤
8pi2v2
2 ln (Λ2) /v2
. (2.18)
One further theoretical bound on mH is the triviality requirement. This means that
the Higgs self-coupling λ must not reach a so-called Landau Pole, i.e. an energy
at which the coupling would be infinite [33]. The Higgs mass can therefore be
constrained by imposing an upper limit on the energy at which the SM is valid.
There is also the requirement that the electroweak vacuum be stable; the constraint
that is derived from this depends on the choice of λ; lower energies will give a weaker
constraint.
It is particularly important to consider the branching ratios of the different Higgs
decay modes, as shown in Figure 2.2. As an uncharged scalar boson, the Higgs can
decay into any particle-antiparticle pair (where the particle has a mass less than half
the Higgs mass, in order to conserve energy), but the relative frequencies of these
different decay modes vary significantly with mH . Notably, searches for “light” Higgs
(mH < 135 GeV) before discovery focussed on the decay modes H → γγ (mediated
by a fermion loop), H → τ+τ− and H → bb¯ (the difficulty in distinguishing charm
jets from other light jets presents a large barrier to the study of H → cc¯ decays for
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Figure 2.2: Branching ratios for Higgs masses in the range 80 GeV < mH < 200 GeV.
Taken from Ref. [34].
analysis purposes). For larger Higgs masses, the decay H → W+W− is dominant;
H → ZZ and H → tt¯ are prominent for very high mH .
2.4 The tt¯H,H → bb¯ Channel
Because ATLAS is a general-purpose detector, it is possible to search for a multitude
of possible Higgs signals using ATLAS data. These include Higgs production with
associated W or Z boson (collectively referred to as “VH”) and vector boson fusion
(W+W− → H or ZZ → H), which were extensively studied at the Tevatron, as well
as gluon-gluon fusion (which has a very high cross section at the LHC because of the
parton densities that can be reached at such an energetic hadron collider). Figure 2.3
shows the cross sections for Higgs production via different channels at a proton-
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Figure 2.3: Cross sections for different Higgs production modes in a pp collider at√
s = 8 TeV. Taken from Ref. [35].
proton collider for centre-of-momentum (CM) energy(iv)
√
s = 8 TeV. Notably, it is
not feasible to search for Higgs bosons being produced via gluon fusion in the H → bb¯
channel due to the overwhelming dominance of the QCD multijet backgrounds –
potential discovery channels generally involve an associated W or Z boson, or top
quark.
One particular gluon fusion channel channel is gg → tt¯H (with additional contribu-
tions from qq¯ → tt¯H) [36], i.e. gluon-gluon fusion(v) to produce a top-antitop pair,
followed by Higgsstrahlung from the top quark (as shown in Figure 2.4), which is
the focus of the analysis presented in Chapter 7. In this channel, the top pair will
decay via the weak interaction (owing to its extremely large mass, the top quark
decays too rapidly to undergo hadronisation): t→ W+b¯ and t¯→ W−b (decays to
other d-type quarks are possible, but since the corresponding CKM matrix elements
are very small, these are heavily suppressed).
It is customary to characterise analyses of this channel by the decays of the W
bosons originating from the decay of the tt¯ system; there are thus three distinct
(iv)CM energy is commonly described in terms of
√
s, where the Mandelstam variable s ≡ p21 + p22
for scattering with two initial-state particles having momenta p1 and p2.
(v)Or quark-antiquark fusion, but at a pp machine such as the LHC, gluon-gluon fusion is the
dominant contribution.
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Figure 2.4: Feynman diagram showing one leading-order contribution to the semilep-
tonic (lepton-plus-jets) final state of the tt¯H,H → bb¯ channel
possible kinds of final state – all-hadronic (in which both W bosons decay to quarks),
semileptonic (or lepton-plus-jets, in which one W decays to quarks and one decays to
a lepton and a neutrino) and dileptonic, in which both W bosons decay to leptons.
Of these three, the lepton-plus-jets channel is likely to possess the best discovery
potential, since it contains a single hard, isolated lepton, which helps to reduce the
background dominance, and it lacks the additional difficulty of reconstructing the tt¯
system in the case of two leptonic top decays. Moreover, dilepton events represent
only 1
9
of all tt¯ events, since the branching ratio of W± bosons to leptons is 1
3
[8].
2.4.1 The tt¯H inclusive cross section
Theoretical tt¯H cross sections were computed to leading order (LO) as long ago as
1979 [36], however these initial calculations suffered from large theoretical uncer-
tainties because of the dependence of the leading-order cross section on the choice
of renormalisation scale µR for the strong coupling αs and the choice of proton PDF
factorisation scales µF (i.e. the scale choices used to separate hard from soft QCD
processes in the parton distribution functions) [37]. Later developments in phe-
nomenology enabled the calculation of these cross sections to next-to-leading order
(NLO) (e.g. [38]) according to which it was found that the typical ratios of NLO to
LO cross sections (the so-called K-factors) were typically in the range 1.14 to 1.22
for the CTEQ6.6 PDF set and 1.05 to 0.98 for MSTW2008 (as mH increases from
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90 to 300 GeV)(vi).
It is notable that, by varying the renormalisation scale µR and the factorisation scale
µF by a factor of two around their central value µ0,
µR = µF = µ0 = (2mt +mH)/2, (2.19)
(where mt denotes the mass of the top quark and mH denotes the Higgs mass) the
scale dependence was found to be much lower at NLO than at LO – O(10 %) as
opposed to O(50 %) – indicating that the NLO predictions were more theoretically
robust [37]. The effect of this scale variation on the calculated cross section value
was taken to be the contribution to the theoretical cross section uncertainty due to
the scale. The other significant contributions to the theoretical uncertainty were the
PDFs and αs.
2.4.2 Discovery prospects
Owing to the very small cross section and the large backgrounds, this channel is
not especially promising for Higgs discovery when compared to other modes such
as vector boson fusion or associated production with a vector boson (V H). It does,
however, provide a unique opportunity to study the Yukawa coupling yt between
the Higgs and the top quark directly; this coupling can otherwise be accessed only
indirectly (e.g. via the fermion loop in the higher-order process H → γγ) or via
processes with much lower cross sections, such as bb¯H.
2.4.3 Higgs masses and branching ratios in relation to asso-
ciated production
For Standard Model Higgs bosons within the mass range 115−130 GeV (i.e. the
“light Higgs” scenario) the dominant decay mode (as can be seen in Figure 2.2) is
H → bb¯. This means that the Higgs will decay to a pair of b-jets (back-to-back within
the rest frame of the Higgs) which must be experimentally reconstructed in order to
infer the existence of the Higgs (and to calculate its invariant mass, mH). It therefore
follows that the suitability of the H → bb¯ channel for Higgs searches depends largely
on the efficiency of b-tagging, i.e. the identification of jets originating from b or b¯
quarks as such, distinguishing them from “light” jets originating from lighter quarks,
(vi)PDF sets are described in more detail in Chapter 5.
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gluons or tau mesons. To reconstruct the Higgs it is necessary to tag three or four of
the reconstructed jets as b-jets, in addition to requiring an isolated lepton (from one
of the W decays) for triggering purposes and missing transverse momentum (the
signature of a neutrino). The Higgs signal would then appear as an excess in the bb¯
invariant mass distribution [39].
2.4.4 Backgrounds
In order to discover the Higgs in a given channel it is necessary to discriminate
the Higgs signal (i.e. the signal-plus-background hypothesis) from the sum of all
relevant backgrounds (the background-only hypothesis) with a certain statistical
significance (typically 5σ is the threshold confidence level for a discovery). This
can be complicated by a number of factors, including the relative cross sections
of the signal and backgrounds (e.g. if the signal cross section is much smaller
than those of the background processes, then there will be accordingly fewer signal
events, making it harder to reach a statistically significant result) and the degree to
which the backgrounds can resemble the signal (in terms of some variable set which
parametrises the events) – if the background processes highly resemble the signal
then it is more difficult to distinguish between the signal and random fluctuations
of the background.
For the tt¯H,H → bb¯ channel, there are two main kinds of background: the irre-
ducible background, which consists of tt¯Z, Z → bb¯, as well as tt¯bb¯ production, and
the reducible backgrounds, which contain “light” jets mistagged as b-jets, e.g. tt¯jj
and Wjjj, where j represents a jet that originates from something other than a
b quark or its antiparticle. These backgrounds are termed reducible because they
act as background processes only by virtue of imperfect b-tagging, and their size
can therefore be reduced by implementing improved b-tagging [39, 40]. The rate at
which b-jets are tagged as such is referred to as the b-tagging efficiency, and the rate
at which light jets are misidentified as b-jets is referred to as the mistag rate. By
considering the dependence of the mistag rate on jet variables such as pT and |η| it is
possible to construct a mistag matrix, which allows one to calculate the probability
that a given light jet will be mistagged, as a function of the associated jet variables.
This is important in creating simulated data sets (or Monte Carlo), as it is essential
to replicate the b-tagging performance of the experiment accurately.
In all experimental regions (as characterised by jet multiplicity and number of b-
tagged jets) in the single-lepton tt¯H,H → bb¯ channel, the dominant background
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Figure 2.5: Feynman diagram showing a contribution to continuum (background)
tt¯bb¯ production
contribution is from tt¯bb¯ production, i.e. continuum production of a b-pair in asso-
ciation with a top pair, a sample Feynman diagram for which is shown in Figure 2.5.
One could therefore state the chief objective of a Higgs search in this channel as
discriminating resonant bb¯ production (i.e. at the Higgs mass) from continuum pro-
duction (in which case one would not expect to observe a peak at a certain mass in
the mbb distribution, for example).
2.5 BSM Higgs Bosons
Many models of physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) predict the existence of
additional Higgs bosons – for example, the MSSM contains five such bosons owing to
the additional electroweak degrees of freedom introduced by supersymmetry. Some
of these extensions to the Standard Model could in principle give rise to additional
contributions to Higgs production in association with the top quark. For example, it
is possible that a heavy charged Higgs H± with the appropriate couplings to fermions
could give rise to final states such as ttb¯ and ttb¯b¯, as shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7
respectively.(vii) For these heavy-charged Higgs bosons (with mH± > mt), associated
production of the form pp→ tbH± +X dominates [41]. Moreover, for large mH±
the dominant decay mode is H± → tb, although the precise value of the branching
(vii)When the notation H+ is used in the context of charged-Higgs searches in this thesis, the
charge conjugate H− is implicit.
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Figure 2.6: Feynman diagram showing a contribution to gb→ tH+, H+ → tb¯ in the
five-flavour scheme
ratio B (H± → tb) depends upon tan β; for tan β = 1 the branching ratio is of order
1, while for tan β = 35 it is around 0.7 to 0.5, thus inducing a model-dependence in
the cross-section–branching-ratio product [42]. These H± production cross sections
can be computed according to two formalisms, depending on the number of initial-
state quark flavours which are considered: the four-flavour scheme neglects b-quarks
in the initial state, while the five-flavour scheme permits them [37].
2.6 Higgs Searches at Previous Experiments
The most important previous colliders in relation to Higgs searches were LEP (1989–
2000) and the Tevatron (1987–2011, first collisions 1985). The nature of the Higgs
searches that were carried out at these colliders are summarised here, together with
their results.
2.6.1 Higgs Searches at LEP
LEP, the Large Electron-Positron collider, was an electron-positron synchotron that
ran at CERN between 1989 and 2000, preceding the LHC (indeed, the tunnel which
now accommodates the LHC was originally built for LEP) [43]. Initially it ran at
a centre-of-momentum energy of 91 GeV (i.e. the rest mass of the Z boson) to
enable studies of the weak neutral current, then it underwent an upgrade in 1995 to
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Figure 2.7: Feynman diagram showing a contribution to gg → tb¯H+, H+ → tb¯ in
the four-flavour scheme
enable running above the threshold of W pair production (up to a maximum CM
energy of 209 GeV), primarily to allow for precision studies of the charged-current
sector of the weak interaction [44]. LEP is particularly known for its extensive
work in making precision measurements of the W and Z boson masses [45, 46], in
addition to confirming the Standard Model prediction of three neutrino flavours.
The experiment comprised four detectors (ALEPH, DELPHI, OPAL and L3), each
of which was involved in extensive Higgs searches, including more exotic models
such as two Higgs doublet models, as well as fermiophobic Higgs and invisible Higgs
decay modes. The final limit on mH that was set by the searches performed at LEP
is shown in Figure 2.8.
Higgs searches at LEP focussed primarily on the Higgsstrahlung process e+e− → ZH,
with a kinematic threshold of
√
s = mH +mZ . There was some additional sensitiv-
ity gained via the vector boson fusion channels e+e− → e+e−H (i.e. ZZ fusion)
and e+e− → νeν¯eH (i.e. WW fusion). At the Higgs masses that LEP was sensitive
to, the dominant decay modes would have been H → bb¯ and H → τ+τ−. The col-
lider’s CM energy was increased every year during the second run in order to acquire
sensitivity to higher Higgs masses. In addition, Higgs sensitivity was increased by
maximising the integrated luminosity through statistically combining data from the
four detectors. In total, the LEP Higgs working group had 2461 pb−1 of data from
the LEP2 run, all of which was collected at CM energies of 189 ≤ √s/GeV ≤ 209
[47].
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The combined LEP analysis yielded a lower bound of 114.4 GeV on the Higgs mass
(at the 95 % confidence level), with a median expected limit of 115.3 GeV [48]. In
addition, precise measurements of electroweak observables (which depend logarith-
mically on the Higgs mass via loop corrections) allowed LEP to set an upper bound
of mH < 186 GeV at the 95 % confidence level. The LEP electroweak working group
gave a final result of mH = 91
+58
−37 GeV from electroweak observable fits to data [47].
LEP Higgs searches also found a small excess (of 1.7 standard deviations significance
compared to the background-only hypothesis)(viii) for a Higgs candidate with mass
115 GeV, lending some credence to the possibility that the Higgs mass lay just above
the region within which the LEP analysis had sufficient sensitivity to carry out an
exclusion.
2.6.2 Higgs searches at the Tevatron
The Tevatron was a proton-antiproton collider at the Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory (Fermilab) which had two detectors, CDF and DØ, both of which were
involved in Higgs searches. As a hadron collider, the Tevatron was capable of col-
liding at much higher centre-of-momentum energies (up to 1.96 TeV) than lepton
colliders such as LEP. Nonetheless, the interaction dynamics of hadron colliders are
far more complex due to the composite nature of protons and antiprotons. These
factors mean that more physics can be accessed at hadron colliders (making them
highly suitable for discoveries), yet precision measurements (and analyses in general)
are much more difficult. The Tevatron is known primarily for its discovery of the
top quark in 1995, and it was hoped that during its second run, after an upgrade
had increased its instantaneous luminosity by an order of magnitude, it might be
able to discover the Higgs, or at least exclude it within certain regions of phase space
(depending on mH).
At the Tevatron, the Higgs production process with the highest cross section was
gluon-gluon fusion mediated by top and bottom quark loops (σ ≈ 0.7 pb for
mH = 120 GeV) [49], although the backgrounds are very large. Because of this,
the most interesting discovery channels were Higgs production with an associated
W or Z boson, where the latter decays leptonically (because decays to hadronic
jets result in less clean final states). Such channels are WH → lνbb¯, ZH → νν¯bb¯
and ZH → l+l−bb¯. Combining these channels with H → W+W− gives an expecta-
tion of approximately 500 Higgs bosons produced for any mass point mH satisfying
(viii)A more detailed discussion of statistical significance is given in Chapter 6.
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Figure 2.8: Results of the LEP Higgs searches, showing a lower bound
114.4 GeV < mH . The statistical concepts underlying the production of such ex-
clusion plots are explored in detail in Chapter 6. Figure taken from Ref. [47].
114 GeV < mH < 185 GeV [49]. The Tevatron was ultimately able to exclude the
Higgs in the mass regions 100–108 GeV and 156–177 GeV to the 95 % confidence
level, as illustrated in Figure 2.9.
2.6.3 Higgs searches at the LHC
The LHC is the successor machine to the Tevatron at the high-energy frontier of
experimental particle physics; from the very beginning of the program one of the
most important design objectives was to maximise the machine’s ability to study
the Higgs. To ensure a maximal total Higgs cross section, the machine would need
to run at a much higher CM energy than any of its predecessors, and it would need
to deliver a far greater luminosity. Specifically, the LHC’s Higgs program centres on
its two general-purpose detectors, ATLAS and CMS – these are the largest detectors
yet constructed for a particle physics experiment.
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Figure 2.9: Results of the Tevatron Higgs searches, showing the excluded mass
regions 100 GeV < mH < 108 GeV and 156 GeV < mH < 177 GeV. The LEP exclu-
sion (as in Figure 2.8) is shown for comparison. Figure taken from Ref. [30].
The LHC’s first run (commonly termed “Run 1”) began in 2009, with extensive data-
taking beginning in 2011; during this year ATLAS accumulated 4.8 fb−1 of proton-
proton collision data at a centre-of-momentum energy of 7 TeV. The most important
Higgs analyses using this data were those involving Higgs decays to bosons, specifi-
cally H → ZZ∗ → llll, H → γγ and H → WW → eνµν [50–53]. In July 2012, the
ATLAS and CMS collaborations jointly announced their discovery of a new scalar
boson consistent with the Standard Model Higgs, as observed in these channels, us-
ing the 7 TeV dataset in addition to collision data from the beginning of the 8 TeV
run that occurred during 2012 [54]. It is notable that Higgs decays to fermions have
not yet been observed – ongoing analyses focus specifically on H → ττ and H → bb¯,
as these have the highest branching ratios for a light Higgs; the analysis presented
in this thesis is a search for H → bb¯.
2.7 Summary
The theoretical underpinnings of the Standard Model have been introduced and ex-
plored, with particular regard to electroweak physics. The theoretical motivation
for spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking has been explained in relation to
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Higgs physics and Higgs searches at previous and current experiments, including at
the LHC. The relationship between the Higgs boson and the top quark has been
discussed, together with the status and prospects of ongoing Higgs searches in the
channel tt¯H,H → bb¯. The theoretical extension of the Standard Model by the in-
corporation of supersymmetry to give the MSSM has been explored, together with
the nature of the Higgs sector in the MSSM and in particular the possibility of
charged-Higgs discovery in the channel gg → tH±, H± → tb.
Chapter 3
The Large Hadron Collider
“Nil sine magno vita labore dedit mortalibus.”
— Horace, Sermones
“. . . omnia praeclara tam difficilia quam rara sunt.”
— Spinoza, Ethica
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2, 3], situated at the European Organization
for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, is the world’s largest particle accelera-
tor to date, occupying a 27 km tunnel which formerly housed the LEP accelerator,
traversing the French-Swiss border at an typical depth of around 100 m with an
inclination of approximately 1.4 % with respect to the horizontal. It has been de-
signed to produce extremely high-energy collisions, chiefly proton-proton but also
with heavy ions (Pb–Pb and p–Pb); it supplies collisions to four large experiments
which collectively support an extremely large and diverse physics program cover-
ing most areas of ongoing research in contemporary high-energy physics. The LHC
constitutes the largest component of the CERN accelerator complex, as depicted in
Figure 3.1. The nominal (i.e. design specification) values of some important LHC
parameters are listed in Table 3.1.
Notably, the machine has been designed to deliver an extremely high instantaneous
luminosity, L = 1034 cm−2 s−1 – this is a measure of the rate at which collision data is
produced, in terms of events per square centimetre of cross section σ per second. The
event rate is then simply the product N = Lσ, and the integrated luminosity is just
L = ∫ L dt. Most typically L is measured in terms of events per barn (symbol: b)
of cross section, where 1 b ≡ 10−24 cm2. Thus one might speak of a detector as
having accumulated a certain number of inverse femtobarns of data – e.g. 5 fb−1,
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the full CERN accelerator complex, including the LHC.
Taken from Ref. [55].
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Parameter Nominal Value
Energy per proton (maximum) 7 TeV
Energy per beam (maximum) 366 MJ
Luminosity 1034 cm−2 s−1
Beam lifetime (maximum) 28 h
Maximum number of bunches 2808
Protons per bunch 1.15× 1011
Collisions per bunch crossing (mean) 19
Bunch separation (minimum) 25 ns
Integrated cross section (per machine cycle) 100 mb
Proton energy loss per turn 6.7 keV
Temperature 1.9 K
Beam pipe vaccuum 10−8 – 10−9 Pa
Table 3.1: Table listing LHC parameters with their nominal values (for pp collisions)
[2, 3].
equivalent to stating that one expects to observe 5 events per femtobarn of collision
cross section in the data.
For a hadron collider, as compared to a lepton collider, luminosity and beam-
dimension measurement are nontrivial (in the case of lepton colliders such as LEP,
the Bhabha scattering process e+e− → e+e− provides an adequate means of monitor-
ing luminosity [56]). Luminosity monitoring techniques for hadron colliders include
beam-gas imaging [57] and Van Der Meer scans [58, 59]. The luminosity can also
be computed according to the relation
L =
N1N2n1n2fγ
4piσxσy
F (θc), (3.1)
where N1 and N2 are the numbers of particles in each bunch
(i), n1 and n2 are the
numbers of bunches in each beam, f is the frequency of revolution, γ is the Lorentz
factor and σx and σy are the effective dimensions of the beam as measured using
Van Der Meer scans [60]. 4piσxσy is the effective area of the collision. Finally, F (θc)
is a factor representing the effect of the crossing angle – to avoid so-called parasitic
(i)When collisions are occurring, the protons are not distributed uniformly throughout the ring,
but are concentrated in packets called bunches. These bunches are further organised into so-called
bunch trains.
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collisions (i.e. collisions outside the desired interaction region), the beams do not
collide head-on [58].
The “size” of a beam may be quantified in terms of the transverse emittance  and
the amplitude function (or “betatron function”) at the interaction point β∗, defined
as
β∗ =
piσ2

, (3.2)
where σ is the cross-sectional width of the bunch; β∗ has dimension of length. The
amplitude function reflects the “squeezing” effect of the quadrupole magnets on the
beam’s cross-sectional shape; typically L ∝ 1
β∗ [61]. Roughly speaking, the purpose
of the quadrupole magnets at the interaction points is to compress the bunches so as
to minimise the amplitude function in these locations and hence ensure the greatest
possible density of collisions.
The transverse emittance has dimensions of length, and it reflects how tightly
“bunched together” the protons are – a function of how the beam is prepared at the
point of injection into the accelerator complex. In order to maximise the luminosity,
it is desirable to minimise the emittance of the beam, as a low-emittance beam is
one in which the protons are confined to a small region and have similar momenta;
they will not disperse over time.
A further important design consideration is pileup [62], which can take the form of in-
time pileup or out-of-time pileup. In-time pileup denotes the number of interactions
per bunch crossing, which varies with the size of the effective interaction area (i.e.
tighness of beam focus) and the number of protons per bunch. Out-of-time pileup, by
contrast, describes additional interactions that occur due to protons originating from
previous bunch crossings. It is important to contrast the short bunch spacing (25 ns
nominal) with the readout times for some of the ATLAS detector subsystems – in
the case of the electromagnetic calorimeter, up to 600 ns. Because of this difference,
decreasing bunch spacing would also increase out-of-time pileup: the detector would
be less able to match any given particle track to a specific bunch crossing.
3.1 Machine Superstructure
The LHC ring is subdivided into eight independent sectors, each of which runs from
the centre of one insertion (a straight region of the accelerator) to the centre of the
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next insertion. These insertions serve as regions along the ring where beams can be
injected, dumped or collided, and they allow access to the machine from the surface
– the four experiments are located at such points (ATLAS at Point 1 beside the
main CERN campus and CMS diametrically opposite at Point 5, with ALICE and
LHCb adjacent to ATLAS at Points 2 and 8 respectively). Between the insertions,
the accelerator curves along arc regions, where dipole magnets bend the beams.
The dipole magnets used in the accelerator have a bend radius of approximately
2.8 km, and they produce a magnetic field of strength 8.3 T. In order to generate
such a strong magnetic field, extremely large electric currents (around 12 kA) are
needed, necessitating the use of superconducting electromagnets – these are cooled
to approximately 1.9 K to maximize their performance. The main ring of the LHC
contains 1232 of these 15-metre cryodipole magnet segments.
The high rate at which the beam deposits its energy into the magnet system in
the form of synchotron radiation – 6.7 keV per proton per turn, a heating power
equivalent to 3.6 kW across the ring – necessitates the use of specialised cryogenic
technology. Liquid helium is used for this purpose owing to the excellent heat
transfer properties it possesses in its superfluid state, allowing several kilometres of
dipole magnets to be cooled down to a few kelvins of absolute temperature with very
little temperature fluctuation. The LHC’s superconducting magnets are immersed
in this supercooled helium at atmospheric pressure, and the low temperature is
maintained by replenishment of the helium. As liquid helium is a comparatively
scarce and expensive resource, the initial cooling cycle of the LHC is carried out
by vaporising approximately 12 000 m3 of liquid nitrogen – only once the machine
has been cooled to the boiling point of nitrogen does the following stage of cooling
by immersion in the superfluid helium bath commence. The LHC maintains an
inventory of about 700 m3 of liquid helium for this purpose [63].
Over each interaction region, for a distance of about 120 m the two beams are con-
tained in a single pipe, with their separation minimised at the interaction point in or-
der to maximise collisions there. Asymmetric triplet magnets are used to “squeeze”
the two beams so that they both focus on an extremely small region – the interaction
point, where the beams intersect with a typical crossing angle θc of approximately
300µrad.
The injection cycle comprises several distinct phases. The initial hydrogen atoms
are ionised to produce protons, which are then accelerated by Linac2 to an energy
of 50 MeV and injected into the Proton Synchotron Booster. Then they are boosted
to 1.4 GeV and injected into the Proton Synchotron (PS) itself, which raises the
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energy further to 25 GeV. The Super Proton Synchotron (SPS) then prepares the
beam for injection into the LHC, raising the beam energy to 450 GeV and injecting
the protons into the LHC via two separate beampipes, one running in each direction.
The LHC then carries out the final phase of the acceleration, ramping its magnets
once the beam has been injected and raising the beam energy to the TeV scale (up
to a nominal maximum of 7 TeV per beam) and enabling collisions at the interaction
points.
3.2 The Main LHC Experiments
Once the two beams have reached the desired energy inside the LHC, they may be
steered onto collision trajectories by dipole magnets located close to the four interac-
tion points. These magnets squeeze the beams as described above, minimising their
cross-sectional widths and introducing a crossing angle between them. This process
occurs inside each of the major experiments, the goals of which are summarised
below.
3.2.1 ALICE
Standing for “A Large Ion Collider Experiment”, ALICE has been designed with
a view to studying heavy-ion (e.g. lead-lead or proton-lead) collisions, including
phenomena such as quark-gluon plasma – a state of extremely energetically dense
matter in which the asymptotic freedom of partons at high-Q2 is realised. This is
believed to replicate the conditions that prevailed in the very early universe, before
the mean temperature reduced to a level at which hadrons could form [64]. ALICE
became the first LHC experiment to publish an analysis of proton-proton collision
data in November 2009 [65].
3.2.2 ATLAS
ATLAS is a large general-purpose detector which has been designed to study an
extremely wide range of phenomena within the standard model and beyond. Its
most important physics objectives include Higgs searches, studies of the properties
of the top quark, and direct searches for SUSY and other BSM phenomena. It is an
hermetic detector with nearly full 4pi sr solid-angle coverage of its interaction point,
as required in order to be able to fulfil its physics objectives [4].
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The ATLAS detector is described in detail in Chapter 4.
3.2.3 CMS
The Compact Muon Solenoid, or CMS, is the LHC’s other large general-purpose
detector. It supports a physics program as varied as that of ATLAS, including
Higgs physics, searches for BSM phenomena such as supersymmetric particles and
extra dimensions, and exotic physics.
The ATLAS and CMS collaborations were intended from the outset to conduct
very similar research programs in fundamentally independent ways, with separate
researchers, independent analyses and different detector technologies. Each analysis
is performed separately at each experiment until a final, public result is obtained, at
which point the results can be directly compared and statistically combined with one
another. Moreover, this approach provides a unique and valuable check on results
from either of the two experiments [5, 66, 67].
3.2.4 LHCb
LHCb (“b” representing the bottom, or beauty quark) is the smallest of the four
main LHC experiments. It is an asymmetric detector concentrated in the forward
region, which specialises in the study of heavy-flavour physics, such as CP-violation
(i.e. the asymmetry between matter and antimatter) and measurements of rare
decays of hadrons containing b and c quarks [68].
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The ATLAS Detector
“Und laß dir raten, habe
Die Sonne nicht zu lieb und nicht die Sterne;
Komm, folge mir ins dunkle Reich hinab!”
— Goethe, Iphigenie auf Tauris
4.1 ATLAS: Background and Overview
4.1.1 Introduction
The ATLAS detector(i) is, along with CMS, one of the LHC’s two general-purpose
detectors, meaning that it is intended to be capable of studying as wide a range of
phenomena as possible, potentially opening up the entirety of TeV-scale physics to
exploration; this approach contrasts with that of more specialised detectors such as
LHCb, which has a very specific focus on heavy-flavour physics. The basic cylindrical
structure of the ATLAS detector is illustrated in Figure 4.1. It is intended to be a
hermetic detector, meaning that it aims for complete 4pi sr-solid-angle coverage of
the interaction point; it is symmetric around the beamline and on either side of the
interaction point. Enclosing a volume of approximately 20 000 m3, ATLAS is by far
the largest high-energy physics experiment by volume constructed to date, although
CMS is more massive [4].
ATLAS is located at Point 1 on the LHC ring, adjacent to the main CERN site
at Meyrin and approximately 100 m underground. It measures 46 m long, with a
diameter of 25 m and a total mass of 7000 t; it contains approximately 3000 km
(i)“ATLAS” is a contrived and nested acronym, standing for A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS.
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of cable, and represents the culmination of 20 years of planning, development and
construction. The experiment was first proposed in the late 1980s, and construction
occurred between 1997 and 2008. The LHC ran its first beam in September 2008,
but technical problems with the accelerator magnet system necessitated repairs,
which delayed the first proton-proton collisions until November 2009 [65]. These
early collisions, occurring at a centre-of-momentum energy of about 1.8 TeV, broke
the energy record that had been held by Fermilab’s Tevatron for the previous 22
years.
The design requirements of ATLAS are exacting owing firstly to the capabilities of
the LHC accelerator, which has a design maximum centre-of-momentum energy of
14 TeV, a nominal bunch spacing(ii) of only 25 ns, with a mean of 19 events per bunch
crossing, and an instantaneous luminosity(iii) of 1034 cm−2 s−1. ATLAS was designed
to be sensitive to signals for physics processes with much smaller cross-sections and
far larger backgrounds than any that had previously been observed. Because of
the wide variety of physics studied by ATLAS, the detector’s subsystems have been
optimised according to a wide range of requirements:
• The high luminosity and energy, and the large flux of particles, mean that
radiation hardness requirements on all detector components are stringent.
• The high collision rates necessitate very fast electronics to allow effective pro-
cessing of events and sufficiently rapid triggering.
• Very fine granularity is needed throughout the detector because of the high
multiplicity of particles per event and because of high event overlap (i.e. sev-
eral simultaneous events to disentangle).
• Acceptance must be as extensive in η and φ as possible; in principle, full az-
imuthal coverage over the whole observable range of pseudorapidity is desirable
to ensure that no high-energy particles escape detection.
• Trigger rate: trigger on high-pT particles to optimise kimenatic efficiency and
background rejection.
• Muons must be identified according to their charge with good accuracy, and
their momenta must be measured with high precision.
(ii)The bunch spacing is the time delay between consecutive bunches of protons as they circulate
around the collider.
(iii)The instantaneous luminosity is the rate at which events are accumulated per unit of scattering
cross-section area.
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• Vertex reconstruction; efficient tracking of high-pT leptons; ID of electrons,
positrons and photons, and measurements of their energies; ID of τ leptons
and heavy flavours; measurement of jet energies and EmissT .
4.1.2 Coordinates
Points within the detector are conventionally identified with reference to a standard
coordinate system; ATLAS uses a system of spherical polar coordinates of the form
(r, θ, φ), where the interaction point is taken as the origin of the system. The beam-
line is taken as the z-axis, perpindicular to the x-axis (running from the interaction
point towards the geometric centre of the LHC) and the y-axis (running from the
interaction point vertically upwards). The azimuthal angle φ = tan−1(y/x) is mea-
sured in the x-y plane around the beamline, and the polar angle θ = cos−1(y/x) is
the angle measured with respect to the positive direction of the beamline (i.e. +z),
although typically it is more useful to employ a Lorentz-invariant measure of angle,
the pseudorapidity η, defined by
η = − ln
[
tan
(
θ
2
)]
. (4.1)
This defines a measure of angle which is unchanged by Lorentz boosts along the beam
line, and hence does not vary between the CM frame, the laboratory frame, and the
reference frames of individual particles travelling along the beam line; significantly,
the rate of particle production is approximately constant as a function of η. The
pseudorapidity is defined such that it is zero for trajectories perpendicular to the
beamline, and approaches positive (negative) infinity as a trajectory becomes parallel
with the positive (negative) beam direction. Typically, the high-η region (i.e. small
angular separation from the beamline) is spoken of as the forward (or, equivalently
for a symmetric machine, the backward) region of the detector.
Another common measure of angle is the rapidity y, defined by
y =
1
2
ln
(
E + pz
E − pz
)
= ln

√
m2 + p2T cosh
2 η + pT sinh η√
m2 + p2T
 . (4.2)
Notably, the definition of y used by particle physicists generally uses longitudinal
momentum pz instead of the absolute value of the three-momentum |p|.
Finally, it is common to measure the total angular separation of pairs of coordinates
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Figure 4.1: Cutaway of the ATLAS detector in profile, with major subsystems
indicated. Taken from Ref. [69].
(for instance, it might be desirable to study the angular separation of different pairs
of jets, to measure which combination yields the minimal separation) by means of
the quantity ∆R, defined by
∆R =
∣∣∣√(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2∣∣∣ . (4.3)
4.2 Detector Structure
ATLAS has a complex substructure, as shown in Figure 4.1. It comprises several
distinct layers of detectors, each with a specific purpose. From the interaction point,
particles radiate outwards through these layers, encountering firstly the inner detec-
tor, which is responsible for tracking and particle identification, then the calorime-
ters, which measure the energies of charged and strongly-interacting particles, and
then the muon system, which identifies muons and measures their momenta. More-
over, the successful operation of the experiment as a whole depends on the efficient
exchange of information between these different detector technologies and a system
which is responsible for making rapid decisions about which events to discard as
unlikely to contain interesting physics (this decision process is termed triggering).
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of the ATLAS Inner Detector. Taken from Ref. [70].
This framework is referred to as TDAQ, or Triggering and Data AcQuisition.
These distinct subsystems will each be explained in turn in the following sections.
4.2.1 The Inner Detector
The ATLAS inner detector (ID), as illustrated in Figure 4.2, comprises three subsys-
tems: the silicon pixel detector, the semiconductor tracker (SCT) and the transition
radiation tracker (TRT). The main function of the inner detector as a whole is to
make precision measurements of the momentum of charged particles; it also satis-
fies several requirements on, for example, electron and photon identification, as well
as secondary vertex reconstruction and the identification of jets originating from b
quarks. These requirements determine the granularity of the detector subsystems,
as well as the range in η and r which the detector must cover. The ID has a length
of 6.2 m and is 2.1 m in diameter; its angular coverage is within the region |η| ≤ 2.5.
It is immersed in a 2 T magnetic field, generated by a solenoid.
The silicon pixel detector is the closest detector to the beamline – it is also the
detector system with the highest granularity, with minimum pixel dimensions of
400µm× 50µm, and over 80 million readout channels, designed to make precision
measurements over the full acceptance of the detector. As the first detector sub-
system that particles from the interaction point encounter, the pixel layers play
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an important role in vertex reconstruction for particles which decay over relatively
short distances (of order millimetres to centimetres), such as B hadrons – this is
the objective of the innermost part of the pixel detector, the vertexing layer, at a
typical distance of 5 cm from the beamline. There are two further barrel layers at
radii of 9 cm and 12 cm, and three disks on each side of the barrel, which extend
from 9 cm to 15 cm in radius; the intention is that each track should cross three
layers of pixel modules. Each module features 46 080 pixels (16 arrays of 18×160
pixels, each with its own readout chip); each barrel layer comprises 1456 modules
and each endcap layer comprises 288 modules. The radiation hardness requirements
are exacting, with each 62.4 mm by 21.4 mm module needing to withstand a total
dose of absorbed ionising radiation of at least 300 kGy and an integrated neutron
flux of at least 5× 1014 cm−2 over its operational lifetime.
Further from the interaction point is the semiconductor tracker, which consists of
layers of silicon microstrip detectors. The pixel and strip detectors are designed
with the intention that any particle leaving the interaction point should cross at
least three pixel layers and four strip layers; multiple such crossings are desirable,
since each interaction of a particle with a detector layer gives an additional data
point for particle ID and event reconstruction. Each SCT module is subdivided
into four sensors, each of which measures 63.6 mm by 64.0 mm and features 768
readout strips. The SCT is divided into three regions; a barrel (the central region)
and two endcaps; in the barrel the detector modules are arranged in a cylindrical
configuration with four concentric layers, whereas in the endcaps, they are arranged
as discs centred on the beam axis, with the strips oriented radially. Throughout
the SCT, consecutive layers of strips are oriented relative to one another at a small
stereo angle of 40µrad in order to enable z -coordinate measurement. The SCT
contributes to measurement of momentum, vertex position and impact parameter,
and it plays an important role in identifying jets; it has some 6.3 million readout
channels.
The final component of the inner detector is the transition radiation tracker, which
is intended to provide drift time measurements and continuous tracking (typically
around 30 hits per track), with a view to improving momentum resolution and
pattern recognition. Measurements of transition radiation photons compliment the
EM calorimeter in electron and positron identification.
The TRT comprises radial tungsten-rhenium wires of 30µm diameter, each of which
is isolated in its own volume of nonflammable gas inside a “straw” of 4 mm diameter;
the TRT includes a total of 3 m3 of Xe(70 %)-CO2(27 %)-O2(3 %) gas mixture. Each
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straw provides a spatial resolution of 170µm, together with two distinct energy
thresholds. This allows the detector to discriminate between hits which pass only the
lower threshold (tracking hits) and those which pass the higher threshold (transition
radiation hits).
Inside the TRT central barrel there are 50 000 straws, contained in modules of
between 329 and 793 straws each, which can be up to 1.44 m in length; the straws
cover radial distances between 56 cm and 107 cm from the interaction point. These
straws are divided along the middle of the barrel into two halves(iv), each of which
is read out separately to reduce occupancy, giving a total of 100 000 channels which
are read out from the barrel. The two endcaps contain 320 000 straws in total, which
are radially configured in concentric wheels (18 per endcap). In total, then, the TRT
provides data from 420 000 channels.
In general it is possible to express the resolution of a given track parameter X as a
function of pT according to the formula
σX (pT) = σX (∞) (1⊕ pX/pT) , (4.4)
where σX (∞) is the asymptotic resolution (i.e. the limit as pT is taken to infinity)
and pX is the momentum value at which the contributions of the intrinsic and
multiple-scattering terms are equal for the parameter X. The symbol ⊕ denotes
addition in quadrature [71].The total performance of the tracking as a function of
pT is given by the formula
σpT
pT
= 0.05 %
pT
GeV
⊕ 1 % , (4.5)
where the first term represents the sampling resolution and the second term rep-
resents the effect of multiple Coulomb scattering – this effect ultimately constrains
the resolution of the detector.
4.2.2 The Calorimeters
The detector employs two kinds of calorimeter, electromagnetic and hadronic; their
structure is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The calorimeters are designed to measure the
energies of particles which interact via the electromagnetic and strong interactions
(iv)The central 80 cm portion of each straw is inactive over the first six layers to further reduce
occupancy.
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respectively. In each case, a particle entering the calorimeter triggers a particle
shower, i.e. the cascade of secondary particles produced as the particle from the
hard-scattering process decays or hadronises. Notably, the measurements made by
calorimeters are typically destructive, meaning that the energy of the particles is
completely absorbed as they by measurement.
In general, the energy resolution of a calorimeter can be parameterised as
σE
E
=
√
a2
E
+
b2
E2
+ c2 , (4.6)
where a is the stochastic term, b is the noise term and c is a constant term which ac-
counts for non-uniformities and miscalibrations [72]. In most instances, the stochas-
tic and constant terms are dominant, and these are given for each subsystem in the
following sections.
Electromagnetic showers are typically produced by high-energy photons, electrons
and positrons; above a certain threshold energy (typically on the order of megaelec-
tronvolts) the dominant means by which photons interact with matter is via pair
production (as opposed to Compton scattering and the photoelectric effect, which
are dominant for softer photons). As they enter matter, high-energy photons convert
into electron-positron pairs; these electrons and positrons then emit further photons
as they interact with the nuclei and electrons of the detector (i.e. Bremsstrahlung).
This process continues until the particles in the shower have depleted their energy
below a critical threshold Ec, at which point the shower stops.
Hadronic showers, in contrast, typically involve the decay and hadronisation of
strongly-interacting particles, with the energy of the initial particle typically be-
ing divided between its daughter particles and multiparticle interactions (such as
soft pion production) in an approximately equal fashion. Hadronic showers may be
differentiated from EM showers by their profiles: hadronic showers typically develop
over a longer time, and the particle multiplicity as a function of depth is different
[73].
The electromagnetic calorimeter is the closer of the two calorimeters to the beamline.
Throughout the entire rapidity range over which EM calorimetry is possible, ATLAS
employs liquid argon technology – an accordion-type calorimeter in the barrel re-
gion |η| < 1.475, and a specialised design in the forward regions (1.375 < |η| < 3.2).
Each of these three subsections is housed in its own calorimeter. The main section
comprises a lead-liquid argon (or LAr) sampling detector, which contains accordion-
shaped electrodes and lead absorber plates. As with other detector sections, it is
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subdivided into a central barrel and two endcaps. The accordion design ensures that
coverage extends throughout the azimuthal plane.
The depth of an electromagnetic calorimeter (and, by extension, the depth of an
electromagnetic shower) is typically expresed in terms of the radiation length, de-
noted X0; this is the distance of shower travel inside the calorimeter after which
the mean particle energy has decreased by a factor 1/e. Notably, the radiation
length depends upon the material from which the detector is made (because the
rate of shower energy attenuation due to Bremsstrahlung varies between different
materials).
The ATLAS EM calorimeter covers 22X0 in the barrel region and 24X0 in the
endcaps; it is divided into three sampling regions of differing granularity, running
radially outwards from finest to coarsest. The loss of energy by particles as they
traverse the detector upstream of the EM calorimeter is corrected for by the use of a
presampler detector at |η| < 1.8 [74]. The energy resolution of the EM calorimeter
is given by the formula
σE
E
=
(10.1± 0.4 %)(GeV) 12√
E
⊕ (0.2± 0.1) % , (4.7)
where the first (stochastic) term represents the noise and the second constant term
represents the effect of non-uniformity and miscalibration.
The forward calorimeter or FCAL comprises copper rods parallel to the beam axis,
contained in an outer tube with a liquid argon gap of 250µm (small so as to prevent
ion buildup from the high ionising radiation flux); these tubes are inserted into a
copper matrix, and output is read directly from the rods [75].
Directly beyond the EM calorimeter is the hadronic calorimeter – a sampling calorime-
ter which uses scintillating tiles as the active material and iron as absorber material.
It is subdivided into a barrel (covering |η| ≤ 1.0 and sometimes referred to in isola-
tion as the tile calorimeter) and two extended barrels, which cover 0.8 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.7;
both of these regions are divided azimuthally into 64 modules. The outputs of
these barrel tiles are read out from either end by wavelength shifting fibres into two
separate photomultiplier tubes, which in effect digitises the deposited energy. The
extended barrels, in contrast to the barrel, use a copper absorber and liquid argon as
the active material; they each comprise two longitudinal segments with four layers.
The hadronic calorimeter is the coarser of the two ATLAS calorimeters, with a
typical granularity of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.1× 0.1, constrasting with the finer granularity
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Figure 4.3: Diagram of the ATLAS calorimeters. Adapted from Ref. [75].
of the electromagnetic calorimeter (∆η ×∆φ = 0.050× 0.025 in its coarsest layer).
Nonetheless, it is capable of identifying the shower geometries associated to certain
decay processes, which plays an important role in particle identification (for instance,
the shape differences between τ jets and hadronic jets).
For the tile calorimeter, the energy resolution has been measured using beams of
pions, and it is described by
σE
E
=
56.4± 0.4 %(GeV) 12√
E
⊕ (5.5± 0.1) . (4.8)
Notably, this resolution is significantly lower than that of the EM calorimeter, as
would be expected from its coarser structure. The energy resolution of the hadronic
endcap is
σE
E
=
70.6± 1.5 %(GeV) 12√
E
⊕ (5.8± 0.2) . (4.9)
4.2.3 The Muon System
The ATLAS muon spectrometer, shown in Figure 4.4, is designed with the intention
of performing accurate measurements of muon properties at the terascale. It is
immersed in a powerful 3.9 T-peak magnetic field from the superconducting air-core
toroidal magnets, which curves the trajectories of the muons. The magnetic field is
able to provide 1.5 to 5.5 T m of bending power in the barrel, and 1.0 to 7.5 T m in
the endcaps.
High-transverse-momentum muons provide an important signature for many physics
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Figure 4.4: Diagram of the ATLAS muon spectrometer, with major subsystems
indicated. Taken from Ref. [76].
processes of interest to ATLAS physicists – such as Higgs decays to W+W− and ZZ
pairs, which subsequently decay to leptons – so careful design of the muon trigger
and tracking systems was necessary. The specific design criterion was to attain
2–4 % resolution performance for muons with pT in the range of 10–200 GeV and
10 % for 1 TeV muons; testbeam experiments have shown that this objective has
been attained [77, 78].
The muon detector uses two distinct trigger detector technologies: the RPC (Re-
sistive Plate Chambers) in the barrel region, and the TGC (Thin Gap Chambers)
in the endcaps. In both regions of the detector, the MDT (Monitored Drift Tube)
chambers give precision tracking and momentum measurement, but in the innermost
barrel regions, a separate technology is used – CSC (Cathode Strip Chambers). The
total number of readout channels is approximately one million.
One important design criterion of the muon spectrometer is its alignment, which
aims for a precision of better than 10µm in order to ensure that momenta can
be measured accurately. Thus the muon system is equipped with thousands of
sensors for making precision alignment measurements of the device. Further careful
calibration is necessary in order to measure and correct for perturbations in the
magnetic field caused by other ATLAS components. The effect of the bending power
of the spectrometer’s magnetic field is quantified in terms of a sagitta, defined as the
distance between the centre of the reconstructed track in the middle chamber from
the straight line connecting the centres of the reconstructed centres in the outer
chambers (i.e. the maximum linear displacement of the circular trajectory from a
straight line) [79].
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The nominal reconstruction accuracy of the muon spectrometer is
σpT
pT
= 10 % . (4.10)
Note that this is valid at a reference muon energy of 1 TeV (the precision of the mea-
surement decreases with energy; for energies in the range 10–200 GeV, the precision
is 2–3 %).
4.2.4 The Magnet system
ATLAS features three magnet systems, one of which is a solenoid and three of which
are toroids; their main purpose is to deflect the trajectories of charged particles via
the Lorentz force. This is valuable since the radius of curvature of such a particle
depends directly on its charge-to-mass ratio, and it forms an important component
of measurements taken in the inner detector and muon spectrometer.
The solenoid is the central magnet, which immerses the inner detector in a 2 T field;
this field runs parallel to the beamline. The muon spectrometer’s barrel region is
immersed in a magnetic field from the barrel toroid (0.5 T) and each of the muon
spectrometer’s endcaps has its own 1 T toroidal magnet. In total, the fields produced
by these four magnets contain some 1.6 GJ of electromagnetic energy, and they
permeate a volume of 12 000 m3.
4.2.5 The Forward Detectors
There are further calorimeters embedded in the end-cap cryostat – the forward
calorimeters, or FCAL, which are intended to allow energy measurements in the
highest-pseudorapidity regions possible (nominally 3.1 ≤ |η| ≤ 4.9). The FCAL has
a modular construction with three subsystems: a copper and liquid argon module
for EM calorimetry, followed by a liquid argon module and a tungsten module, for
hadronic calorimetry. Its granularity is very coarse, as can be seen from its resolution
function:
σE
E
=
100 %
(
GeV
1
2
)
√
E
⊕ 10 % . (4.11)
Also in the forward region, far beyond the interaction point, are systems such as
LUCID (LUminosity measurement using Cherenkov Integrating Detector, 17 m in
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both directions from the interaction point) and ALFA (Absolute Luminosity for
ATLAS, ± 240 m from the interaction point), which measure the total luminosity
delivered by the LHC to ATLAS.
For heavy-ion running, there is an additional system called ZDC (Zero-Degree
Calorimeter), which uses layers of tungesten and quartz rods to determine the cen-
trality of heavy-ion collisions. Because of its distance from the interaction point
(± 140 m) it is capable of measuring at high pseudorapidities (|η| ≥ 8.2).
4.2.6 Triggers and Data Acquisition (TDAQ)
Owing to the high collision rates arising from the LHC’s unprecedented luminosity,
physics data are generated inside ATLAS at a rapid rate, on the order of petabytes
per second. It is not feasible for the experiment to record more than an extremely
small fraction of this data, and therefore great care must be taken to ensure that
the subset of available data which is recorded is as likely as possible to be relevant
to the scientific objectives of the experiment. This is the motivation for triggering.
TDAQ is divided into subsystems to parallel the structure of the detector, with
three fundamental levels of triggering: Level 1, High Level Trigger (HLT) and Event
Filter (these latter two are collectively known as “Level 2”). At each level, the rate
of recorded events is largely reduced, by filtering out events that do not meet a strict
set of criteria. At Level 1, these decisions are made rapidly by fast electronics in the
detector, drawing on information from the various subsystems, and no information
from rejected events is permanently retained.
The Level 1 trigger is designed to look for evidence of high-pT leptons, photons or
jets, as well as considering missing and total transverse energy, to decide whether a
given event is likely to contain new physics. This decision is made quickly (typically
on a timeframe of less than 25µs) and so only low-granularity information (for
instance, from the calorimeters) is considered. This rapid decision time means that
the Level 1 trigger has a very high rate, of the order of 75 kHz. The central trigger
processor then implements the trigger menus and prescaling that have beens set.
If the event passes Level 1, the event is transferred directly to Data Aquisition
(DAQ). The purpose of DAQ is to allow the different levels of triggering to exchange
information with one another and to access data relevant to triggering directly from
the relevant subsystems of the detector.
The final role of the Level 1 trigger is to define regions of interest (RoI) for the Level
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2 trigger. The HLT then processes the event in approximately 40 ms, focussing on
the regions of interest that were identified at Level 1. At this level, the trigger rate
is approximately 2.0–3.5 kHz. Events which pass the HLT then move to the Event
Filter, an oﬄine trigger which operates on a timescale of several seconds. At this
stage, the trigger rate (and thus the final event recording rate) is of the order of a
few hundred events per second; each event is of the order of one megabyte of data.
Events which pass triggering completely are stored permanently by the DAQ at the
CERN Computing Centre (CCC).
At the highest level, the operation and monitoring of all subsystems of ATLAS are
coordinated by the Detector Control System (DCS), which is also responsible for
interfacing between ATLAS and other CERN facilities, such as the LHC accelerator.
4.3 Summary
ATLAS is a complex machine consisting of several subsystems which must work
together with high precision in order to generate useful data for physics analyses. It
has been designed to provide accurate measurements of physical processes at much
higher energies and with much higher luminosities than could be attained at previous
experiments, and with a view to studying as wide a variety of high-energy physics
phenomena as possible, particularly new physics and new particles at the terascale.
Chapter 5
MadGraph Simulation Studies
“Necessita` ’l c’induce, e non diletto.”
— Dante, Divina Commedia
5.1 Monte Carlo Generators
In order to make quantitative comparisons between theoretical predictions (i.e. phe-
nomenology) and observed data, it is necessary to generate sets of simulated events
(Monte Carlo or MC) which correspond to the predictions of different models. Typ-
ically, Monte Carlo generators will simulate physics at the hard-scattering level,
delivering their output in a vector format – the Les Houches Event Format (LHEF).
In these files, each event is represented simply as a set of particle four-vectors; these
collections of four-vectors can then be used as inputs to a separate piece of software
which carries out showering, i.e. the simulation of the decay and hadronisation
of the final state products of the hard scattering process, thus in turn simulating
the hadron shower that the detector will actually observe. After this point, one
can simulate the downstream experimental analysis using further software; in these
studies, this stage was carried out in Rivet [80]. Rivet is a software infrastructure
for the cross-validation of Monte Carlo event generators and generator tunings; it is
implemented as a library of C++ classes, and its guiding design principle is to ensure
portability and flexibility.
Crucially, decisions about how various theoretical models can be implemented within
a computational framework are rarely unique, often leading to differences in the pre-
dictions of different MC software. In order to understand this effect, it is necessary
to compare directly the predictions of different MC generators and to understand
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what variables and parameters are most relevant to any observed discrepancy. It
is important that MC be robust in the sense that its predictions about observa-
tions should not vary significantly as a function of the assumptions implicit in the
modelling of the Monte Carlo software; this would clearly be unphysical.
Such potential problems arise because MC is necessarily an approximation to what
one would expect to observe from theory – at every stage, an analysis is constrained
by computational capabilities, and hence physicists must make a decision about
where the optimal tradeoff between computing time and accuracy lies. The approx-
imations made in different generators are not exactly the same, and it is difficult
to predict in advance what the consequences of these differences could be for the
distributions of observables.
5.2 tt¯bb¯ Modelling
In the search for the Higgs boson in the tt¯H,H → bb¯ channel, it is of great impor-
tance to understand the modelling of irreducible backgrounds such as tt¯bb¯, which is
an important contribution to the overall tt¯+jets background. To this end, studies
were undertaken with the aim of comparing the implementation of this process in
the MadGraph 5 generator [81] with that of Alpgen [82]. This was of particular
interest due to the potential limitations of Alpgen modelling in certain aspects of
ongoing tt¯H studies, particularly relating to the inability to study the decays of top
quarks within Alpgen and the necessity of producing separate exclusive samples
for tt¯ plus light and heavy flavours, with no appropriate parton-jet matching avail-
able. Matching is of key importance in the tt¯H,H → bb¯ analysis because of the key
role played by heavy-flavour jets – in order to select an event for the analysis, it is
essential that the jets in the event are well-matched to partons.
These limitations meant that Alpgen was unable to describe the full tt¯+jets back-
ground in a satisfactory manner, leading in turn to a desire to continue these studies
with MadGraph Monte Carlo instead. The key advantage of MadGraph (a mul-
tileg generator, like Alpgen) is that it allows the production of fully inclusive tt¯
samples, i.e. samples containing tt¯ with both light- and heavy-flavour jets, with
which matching to all parton flavours is possible.
The reference Alpgen MC was officially-produced ATLAS MC12, available for
running on the grid. MadGraph was run locally, using a variety of parameters and
internal settings, with the aim of reproducing the event-shape distributions predicted
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Pythia 8
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Figure 5.1: Diagram showing the workflow of the MadGraph and Alpgen sample
generation and analysis. The output format of each stage is indicated.
by Alpgen. Both MadGraph and Alpgen samples were produced at a centre-
of-momentum energy of 8 TeV. The main variable used for making comparisons
was H jetsT , i.e. the scalar sum of the pT of all jets in the event; this was also
the variable used in the tt¯H,H → bb¯ analysis fit within the background-dominated
regions. It was also advantageous to consider the pT of the leading jet, as well as the
jet multiplicity. This allowed the comparison of changes in the shape of the H jetsT
spectrum with changes in the pT spectra of the individual jets.
In order to produce the final event-shape distributions that were used for making
the comparisons, it was necessary to shower the LHEF files from MadGraph using
Pythia 8 [83] within the ATLAS Athena environment of oﬄine data analysis and
simulation tools [84] – originially developed from the LHCb Gaudi framework of
data processing applications [85], Athena now enjoys wide use across the ATLAS
collaboration. This procedure simulated the evolution of parton showers through
the ATLAS detector, taking the hard-scattering partons from the LHEF files as the
starting point. The output of the showering was an EVNT file (or “poolfile”) which
could then be used as input to a Rivet analysis, which then calculated and plotted
the observables. The raw Alpgen events were converted from the Alpgen output
format to LHEF, then showered and analysed in exactly the same manner. The full
workflow is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
5.3 Rivet Analysis
To compare the Alpgen and MadGraph samples, the showered events are anal-
ysed using the Rivet analysis framework [80]. Within Rivet, a selection is applied
and all relevant variables are calculated. The Rivet analysis code used in these sim-
ulation studies implemented the following selection criteria, which are intended to
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make the selection as similar to the standard ATLAS tt¯H event selection as possible.
Events are selected based on the semileptonic decay of the tt¯ pair. Events are re-
quired to have one isolated lepton, which may be either an electron or a muon. For
electrons, the requirements pT ≥ 25 GeV and |η| ≤ 2.47 are applied; for muons the
equivalent requirements are pT ≥ 25 GeV and |η| ≤ 2.5. In both cases, the require-
ments EmissT ≥ 20 GeV and EmissT +MTW ≥ 60 GeV are also applied, where EmissT
denotes the total missing transverse energy in the final state and MTW denotes the
transeverse mass of the W boson.
All jets are required to have pT ≥ 25 GeV with a centrality requirement of |η| ≤ 2.5.
Jet reconstruction is implemented via the FastJet package, using the anti-kt algo-
rithm [86] with cone parameter ∆R = 0.4. b-tagging is not implemented, so all
b-jets are truth b-jets.
Reconstruction of the tt¯ system is done by separately reconstructing the hadronic
and leptonic W bosons, then the tops, from their respective decay products. The
hadronic W is reconstructed by considering pairs of light jets (indices i, j), calcu-
lating the invariant mass mij of the dijet system in each case, and computing the
minimum χ2 of any jet pair according to
χ2ij =
1
σ2MW
∣∣M2W −m2ij∣∣ , (5.1)
where MW is the mass of the W and σMW denotes the Breit-Wigner width of the
W -mass peak. The leptonic W is reconstructed by computing a χ2 according to
χ2 =
1
σ2MW
∣∣M2W −m2l ∣∣ , (5.2)
where ml denotes the mass of a lepton in the event. There is an additional require-
ment imposed on the reconstructed leptonic W , such that
χ2
(
plep||
)2
−
(
plepT p
lep
|| p
miss
T
)2
> 0, (5.3)
where pT denotes either the missing transverse momentum or the transverse momen-
tum of the hard lepton as appropriate, and plep|| denotes the longitudinal momentum
of the hard lepton.
For the reconstruction of the tops, at least two b-jets are required. Chi-square fits
are carried out for both the hadronic and leptonic tops, using the formulæ
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χ2 =
1
σ2MT
∣∣M2T − (pb +mWhad)2∣∣ (5.4)
and
χ2 =
1
σ2MT
∣∣M2T − (pb +mWlep)2∣∣ (5.5)
respectively, where σMT denotes the Breit-Wigner width of the top quark, MT is
the mass of the top quark, pb is the absolute value of the b-quark momentum, and
mWhad andmWlep are the reconstructed masses of the hadronic and leptonicW bosons
respectively.
5.4 Comparisons
5.4.1 Default Settings of Alpgen and MadGraph
Initially, MadGraph was used to produce tt¯bb¯ events with the default MadGraph
run and parameter settings, to understand how these compared with the Alpgen
defaults. These comparisons formed the baseline for the subsequent comparisons; the
differences between the MadGraph and Alpgen distributions for each adjsutment
to the MadGraph tuning were to be evaluated with reference to this first run.
The MadGraph sample included lepton-plus-jets and dilepton events, as well as
allowing taus. The comparison of the H jetsT (i.e. the scalar sum of the pT for all jets
in the event), pj1T (i.e. the pT of the highest-pT jet), and nj (i.e. the jet multiplicity)
spectra for these two samples can be seen in Figure 5.2 (a, b, c).
Relevant parameters that could be adjusted within MadGraph included the cross
section to normalise to, the masses of the top, bottom and charm quarks, the width
of the top (in MadGraph only, since top decays cannot be simulated in Alpgen).
Moreover, it is possible within MadGraph to specify the scale function to be used in
the matrix element calculation. The choice of software used in showering the LHEF
files is in principle independent of the generator (since each generator can be used
to prepare events in the standard Les Houches format, the processing downstream
of this stage is generator-independent), and it is also possible to choose which PDF
set is used in the showering.
Table 5.1 shows those parameters whose values were kept the same across the com-
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Param/Setting Value
σ 1.4353 pb
mt 172.5 GeV
mb 4.7 GeV
mc 0 GeV
Table 5.1: Generator settings used across all Alpgen/MadGraph comparisons.
parisons; tables 5.2 and 5.3 show the relevant settings that were used to prepare the
Alpgen and MadGraph samples used in each comparison.
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Comparison 1 – Default Comparison 2 – Same Showering Comparison 3 – Same Scale
Param/Setting Gen. 1 (blue dot) Gen. 2 (red triangle) Gen. 1 (blue dot) Gen. 2 (red triangle) Gen. 1 (blue dot) Gen. 2 (red triangle)
Generator Alpgen MadGraph 5 Alpgen MadGraph 5 Alpgen MadGraph 5
No. events 1743500 150000 325076 150000 1743500 150000
asrwgtflavor (MG Only) 5 (MG Only) 5 (MG Only) 5
maxjetflavor (MG Only) 4 (MG Only) 4 (MG Only) 4
Top width (GeV) 0 1.4915 0 1.4915 0 1.4915
Top decays N Y N Y N Y
Cuts on top decay products N Y N Y N Y
PDF in Generator CTEQ6L1 CTEQ6L1 CTEQ6L1 CTEQ6L1 CTEQ6L1 CTEQ6L1
Scale Alpgen MadGraph Alpgen MadGraph Alpgen Alpgen
Showering Herwig Pythia 8 Pythia 8 Pythia 8 Herwig Pythia 8
PDF in showering CTEQ6L1 MSTW2008LO MSTW2008LO MSTW2008LO CTEQ6L1 MSTW2008LO
Table 5.2: A table of the generator settings used in the first three Alpgen/MadGraph comparisons. The flags “asrwgtflavor” and
“maxjetflavor” are internal generator tuning parameters exclusive to MadGraph (denoted by “MG only”), and their values are reproduced
here for the sake of completeness. The different scales are as defined in Section 5.4.3. The generators used in showering are as explained
in Section 5.4.3, and the PDF sets are as explained in Section 5.4.5.
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Comparison 4 – Same Showering & Scale Comparison 5 – Undecayed tt¯ System Comparison 6 – Optimal Agreement
Param/Setting Gen. 1 (blue dot) Gen. 2 (red triangle) Gen. 1 (blue dot) Gen. 2 (red triangle) Gen. 1 (blue dot) Gen. 2 (red triangle)
Generator Alpgen MadGraph 5 Alpgen MadGraph 5 Alpgen MadGraph 5
No. events 325076 150000 325076 150000 1743500 150000
asrwgtflavor (MG Only) 5 (MG Only) 5 (MG Only) 5
maxjetflavor (MG Only) 4 (MG Only) 4 (MG Only) 4
Top width (GeV) 0 1.4915 0 0 0 0
Top decays N Y N N N N
Cuts on top decay products N N N Y N N
PDF in Generator CTEQ6L1 CTEQ6L1 CTEQ6L1 CTEQ6L1 CTEQ6L1 CTEQ6L1
Scale Alpgen Alpgen Alpgen MadGraph Alpgen Alpgen
Showering Pythia 8 Pythia 8 Pythia 8 Pythia 8 Pythia 8 Pythia 8
PDF in showering MSTW2008LO MSTW2008LO MSTW2008LO MSTW2008LO CTEQ6L1 CTEQ6L1
Table 5.3: A table of the generator settings used in the latter three Alpgen/MadGraph comparisons. The flags “asrwgtflavor” and
“maxjetflavor” are internal generator tuning parameters exclusive to MadGraph (denoted by “MG only”), and their values are reproduced
here for the sake of completeness. The different scales are as defined in Section 5.4.3. The generators used in showering are as explained
in Section 5.4.3, and the PDF sets are as explained in Section 5.4.5.
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Figure 5.2: Alpgen/MadGraph comparisons using default settings (“Comparison 1”, upper row) and consistent Pythia 8 showering
(“Comparison 2”, lower row). “Gen1” and “Gen2” denote the first and second generators as shown in Table 5.2.
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As can be seen immediately from the ratio plots in Fig. 5.2 (a, b, c), the agreement
between the two generators is poor, and there is a very significant shape difference
between the two HT spectra, which can also be seen in the pT spectra of the leading
jet. Moreover, the jet multiplicity distributions suggest that Pythia 8 produces
harder showers than Herwig.
These observed differences prompted a careful consideration of possible sources of
discrepancy between the two generators, as well as differences in the downstream
treatment of the samples. In particular, the Alpgen sample (on the grid) had been
showered inHerwig, whereas theMadGraph had been showered inPythia 8, and
the default renormalization and factorization scales differed significantly between the
two generators. These sources of discrepancy were considered separately.
5.4.2 Showering
The choice of generator for showering the Monte Carlo is important, since different
generators produce showers of varying hardness. Shower hardness could potentially
have a large effect on the H jetsT spectra, so the optimal solution is to make compar-
isons only between samples that have been showered in the same generator. Since
showering job options interfacing MadGraph to Herwig were unavailable at the
time of these studies, it was decided to convert the raw Alpgen output (in Alp-
gen’s native format) to the Les Houches Event Format, and then to shower it in
Pythia 8, following the same procedure that was used with the MadGraph out-
put. This enabled a fairer comparison of the two sets of Monte Carlo samples, which
can be seen in Fig. 5.2 (d, e, f). As can be seen from the remaining large differences
in the spectra shapes, changing the showering alone did not greatly improve the
overall Alpgen/MadGraph agreement.
5.4.3 Scales
The matrix element calculations performed by generators such as Alpgen and
MadGraph take place at a certain energy scale, which can be set by hand in their
run cards. This scale can be set to a fixed value (e.g. the mass of the Z boson) or
it can be dynamic.
A dynamic scale takes the form of a relationship between the renormalisation scale
µR and the factorisation scale µF . In the simulation studies described here, there
are two different dynamic scales of interest – the MadGraph default scale
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µ2F = µ
2
R = Q
2
(
M2FS + Σp
2
T
)
, (5.6)
where Q2 is the scale factor, MFS is the maximum mass of a final-state particle,
and the sum is over jets and visible massless particles [87], and the Alpgen default
scale
µ2F = µ
2
R = Σm
2
T = Σ
(
m2 + p2T
)
, (5.7)
where the sum is over jets and visible massless particles.
By editing the MadGraph configuration files it was possible to implement the Alp-
gen scale in MadGraph, to eliminate scale difference as a source of discrepancy
between the generators. An exercise to validate the implementation of the Alpgen
scale in MadGraph is detailed in Appendix A.
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Figure 5.3: Alpgen/MadGraph comparisons with same scale (“Comparison 3”, upper row), and consistent Pythia 8 showering and
scale choice (“Comparison 4”, lower row). “Gen1” and “Gen2” denote the first and second generators as shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
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As can be seen in Figure 5.3 (a, b, c), implementing the Alpgen scale in Mad-
Graph did not produce a noticeably greater agreement between the generators. It
therefore remained to combine these two steps and compare the MadGraph sample
at the Alpgen scale against the Alpgen sample with Pythia 8 showering. How-
ever, the comparison with consistent Pythia 8 showering as showing in Figure 5.3
(d, e, f) shows an agreement which is still not optimal. This was suspected to be
caused by asymmetric treatment of top decays in the two samples, necessitating the
regeneration of the MadGraph sample without top decays.
5.4.4 Treatment of top decays
A further important source of disagreement between the samples lay in the treatment
of top quarks and their decays – specifically, Alpgen is unable to decay the tops in
tt¯bb¯ events, whereas the earlier MadGraph samples all featured explicitly decayed
tops. This was problematic because the decay would alter the kinematics of the
event and the scale calculation (because the dynamic scale depends upon the masses
of the final-state particles from the hard-scattering calculation, which are the top
decay products in the case of decayed tops, hence less massive than the top quarks
themselves). Moreover, MadGraph by default imposed phase-space cuts on the
top decay products, further differentiating it from Alpgen. It was therefore of
great importance to ensure that the treatment of tops was thoroughly understood
and identical between the two generators. As a validation exercise, an additional
MadGraph sample was prepared with top decays enabled, but without the default
cuts imposed on the decay products. This would ensure that the same region of
phase space was being examined in both cases. In Figure 5.4 it can be seen that,
in line with expectation, disabling top decays completely, while also incorporating
the improvements in scale and showering, greatly improved the observed agreement
between the two generators.
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Figure 5.4: Alpgen/MadGraph comparisons with undecayed tt¯ system (“Comparison 5”, upper row), and consistent shower PDF
set, Pythia 8 showering, scale choice and tt¯ treatment (“Comparison 6”, lower row). “Gen1” and “Gen2” denote the first and second
generators as shown in Table 5.3.
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5.4.5 Reshowering with the CTEQ6L1 PDF Set
A key choice in producing MC for physics processes at hadron colliders is that
of the set of parton distribution functions (PDFs) [88] to be used within the MC
software. These functions model the distribution of momentum among the partons
within hadrons (such as protons), and an appropriate PDF choice is essential for the
accurate modelling of the QCD processes which define the kinematics of a proton-
proton interaction.
To increase the consistency of generating and processing the samples, therefore,
it was desirable to use the CTEQ6L1 PDF set [89] consistently throughout, in
generation and showering, and then to repeat the comparison. Previous comparisons
had used CTEQ6L1 at the generator level, but the MSTW2008LO PDF set [90, 91]
was used at showering. Table 5.3 (Comparison 6) shows the settings used in the
production of these samples; the comparisons in the relevant spectra can be seen in
Figure 5.4 (d, e, f). By this consistent use of the CTEQ6L1 PDF set throughout the
production of the simulated data sets, a notable improvement in agreement between
Alpgen and MadGraph is observed.
5.5 Conclusions
After implementing the same scale in both Alpgen and MadGraph, and after
carrying out all showering consistently in Pythia 8 and decaying the tops at the
showering stage rather than at the generator level – i.e., by performing the fairest
possible comparison – it was found that the agreement in the distributions of observ-
ables between the Monte Carlo datasets produced the two generators was greatly
improved, yielding compatible predictions. With MadGraph having passed this
validation exercise, it was therefore feasible to choose MadGraph as the generator
to be used for the production of the inclusive light- and heavy-flavour tt¯ back-
ground events for the tt¯H,H → bb¯ analysis. The ATLAS analysis ultimately chose
to generate tt¯ background events in MadGraph with showering and top decays in
Pythia, since this was considered to be the optimal combination given the necessity
of adequate matching and the limitations imposed by the availability of Athena job
options at the time. However, the combination of the Powheg generator [92] with
Pythia showering was found to give optimal data-MC agreement, so an appropriate
reweighting procedure was devised to optimise the MadGraph MC for data-MC
agreement [93].
Chapter 6
Statistics and Data Analysis
“Le secret d’ennuyer est celui de tout dire.”
— Voltaire, Sept Discours en Vers sur l’Homme
“There are conditions worse than being unable to see, and
that is imagining one sees.”
— LRH
6.1 Probability Theory
Statistics is the mathematical discipline which is concerned with the quantitative
analysis of data, with the objective of either describing and classifying relevant
features of a data set, or of making probabilistic inferences about the patterns un-
derlying the data set. This can allow one to make inductive arguments from a given
set of observations to justify hypotheses about the underlying physics.
Central to statistics is the concept of probability; in modern mathematical usage,
this is commonly defined by Kolmogorov’s axioms. In this formalism, one speaks
of data as events drawn from an event space, or sample space – the events may
be thought of as subspaces of the event space. The probability of some event E,
denoted P (E), is a measure on the event space, which is required to satisfy three
axioms to ensure that the probability is a well-defined measure on the event space.
1. Positive semidefiniteness: P (E) is a finite, non-negative real number for all
events E in the event space.
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2. Unitarity: the probability of the entire event space is one (if measure on the
event space is not well-defined, then neither are the probabilities).
3. For any countable set of mutually-exclusive events E1, E2, ... the relation
P (E1 ∪ E2 ∪ ...) = Σ∞i=1P (Ei) is satisfied. Intuitively, the probability of a
union of discrete events is simply the sum of their respective probabilities.
From these axioms one can immediately deduce some other important properties of
probabilities: for events satisfying E1 ⊆ E2, P (E1) ≤ P (E2) (i.e. probabilities are
monotonic functions of their event spaces); for all events E the bound 0 ≤ P (E) ≤ 1
applies; and the probability of the empty set is P (∅) = 0.
An important observation is that the definition of the event space is in a sense
arbitrary; any subspace of an event space may equally be considered an event space
in its own right, and thus the same axioms and theorems that apply to probabilities
measured on the larger event space must apply equally to probabilities measured
on the subspaces. Thus one can define relations between probabilities measured
on different subspaces (i.e. conditional probabilities). Thus one can speak of such
probabilities as P (A|B), the conditional probability of event A given that (i.e.
measured on the event subspace where) event B obtains. Most importantly, it can
be proven that conditional probabilities observe the relation
P (A|B)
P (B|A) =
P (A)
P (B)
, (6.1)
which specifies that the ratio of such conditional probabilities is equal to the ratio of
the absolute or intrinsic probabilities. This is Bayes’s Theorem, and it serves as the
foundation for Bayesian inference, a form of statistical reasoning widely employed
in many scientific fields, including high-energy physics. It can be understood as a
description of how to adjust the estimated subjective probability of a hypothesis as
new evidence becomes available: thus one speaks of the probability of the signal plus
background hypothesis, as contrasted with the null (background-only) hypothesis,
given that certain observations have been made. On this model, one understands
probabilities not as providing objective descriptions of reality, but as quantifying the
relative degree of confidence which a scientist has in different hypotheses. Rewriting
(6.1) slightly, the intuitive motivation for regarding it as a description of how to
revise an estimated probability in light of new evidence may be seen as
P (A) =
P (A|B)
P (B|A)P (B). (6.2)
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This quantifies the “effect” on the subjective probability P (A) of new evidence about
the conditional probabilities of observing A given B, and B given A.
The Bayesian approach contrasts with frequentism, another standard interpretation
of probability theory. According to frequentism, the probability of an event is defined
as the limit of its relative frequency in a large number of trials; the underlying
assumption is that, in an arbitrarily large number of experimental trials, the relative
frequency of a certain observation will converge to its true frequency in the event
space. Notably, the frequentist definition does not make use of prior probabilities;
this is a key weakness of the Bayesian approach, because accurate estimates of prior
probability are often difficult to make in an objective manner [94, 95].
In frequentist statistics one speaks of p-values, which quantify the probability of
obtaining a result lying at least as far from the null-hypothesis expectation as a
given observation, on the assumption that the null hypothesis is correct. A suitably
low p-value can thus be interpreted as statistical evidence that the null hypothesis
(for instance, a background-only hypothesis in which the signal that is being tested
for is absent) is false, or more precisely that it is to be rejected in favour of some
alternative hypothesis, according to which the result is more probable.(i) In line
with the assumptions underlying frequentism, it is necessary for particle physicists
to gather a sufficiently large data set in order to be able to distinguish between the
presence and absence of a signal with ample statistical significance. This is referred
to as sensitivity to a given signal [96].
The experimental criteria for evidence and discovery are frequentist, in that physi-
cists speak of evidence of at least three standard deviations (3σ) from the null-
hypothesis expectation, and the normal threshold for a discovery is 5σ. These are
measures of how statistically significant an observed effect is with respect to known
background processes; they quantify the probability that the observation is a fluc-
tuation within the backgrounds. For the purposes of particle physics, the number of
standard deviations of excess (sensitivity, S) is most straightforwardly approximated
as
S ≈ Ns√
Nb
, (6.3)
where Ns denotes the number of signal events and Nb the number of background
events. This approximation is valid only when the total number of events N is
(i)Sensu stricto, frequentism cannot assign probabilities to hypotheses as it considers only the
conditional probabilities of observations given different hypotheses.
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large; it can be thought of as equivalent to a signal-to-noise ratio, in that the back-
grounds are understood as random fluctuations in the signal [97, 98]. A more precise
approximation to S, accurate at lower N , is
S ≈
√
2N ln
(
1 +
Ns
Nb
)
− 2Ns . (6.4)
The frequentist model also gives the motivation for confidence levels in setting ex-
clusions and limits. If a certain signal has been excluded to a 95 % confidence level
(CL), that is equivalent to assigning a p-value of 0.05 to the observation given the
background-only hypothesis – i.e. there is at most a 5 % probability that such an
observation would be made under the assumption that the background-only hy-
pothesis is correct (or equivalently, that the signal does not exist), given available
information [99].
In the context of high energy physics, the large number of collisions in a detec-
tor yields the large number of measurements necessary for statistical significance.
Expected probabilities can be calculated from theory (this is the task of phenomenol-
ogy) and then compared to data in order to extract a result. The frequentist under-
standing of statistical inference considers each experimental trial (for instance, each
particle collision) to be one of a potentially infinite sequence of such trials, each of
which is in principle capable of producing a statistically-independent result. Thus,
with a sufficiently large quantity of data, one can simply combine all data points
and extrapolate to draw conclusions about the underlying physics.
6.2 Distribution Functions
In understanding the properties of data sets, it is important to understand the
nature of distribution functions. The most commonly-encountered of these is the
Gaussian (or normal) distribution, which describes the probability that a given ob-
servation will deviate by a certain amount from a mean value (typically denoted
µ). The Gaussian distribution describes the phenomenon of statistical noise or
random fluctuations in the data set. The distribution is characterised by its mean
µ in addition to a characteristic width parameter, the standard deviation σ (this
parameter may also be understood as the square root of the distribution’s vari-
ance, Var(X) = E [(X − µ)2] = σ2, where E denotes the expectation value). For
any Gaussian, a region of a fixed number of standard deviations in width will con-
tain a corresponding proportion of the total mass of probability. By convention,
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the area enclosed by the curve is normalised to unity, in keeping with the unitarity
axiom of probability theory. The general form of a Gaussian f(x) is specified by the
probability density function (pdf)
f(x) =
1
σ
√
2pi
exp
(−(x− µ)2
2σ2
)
. (6.5)
And the normalisation criterion – requiring that the total mass of probability con-
tained in the distribution is equal to unity – is simply
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x) dx = 1. (6.6)
More generally, the total probability of an observation falling within a certain region
(the mass of probability contained therein) may be quantified as the integral of the
Gaussian function (the probability density) over that region. Thus there is the
relation
p =
∫ S
−∞
f(x) dx, (6.7)
where f(x) denotes a normalised Gaussian function with µ = 0, σ = 1. This shows
that the p-value and the significance S are equivalent pieces of information: either
one can be computed directly from the other. The explicit form of this functional
dependence is
p = 1− Φ(S) = 1
2
[
1 + erf
(
S√
2
)]
, (6.8)
for a normal distribution (µ = 0, σ = 1) and following the one-sided convention,
where Φ denotes the cumulative distribution function associated to the normal dis-
tribution.
Table 6.1 shows the relationship between the p-value and the significance obtained
via equation (6.7). The value S ≈ 1.644 is important as it corresponds to the 95 %
confidence level threshold (p = 0.05) that is typically used for exclusions. Notably,
this table follows the one-sided convention as used by ATLAS, according to which
the integration runs only from the centre of the Gaussian outwards in one direction
(since the Gaussian is symmetric about its mean, following the two-sided convention
would simply double the corresponding integral, and hence double the p-value).
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Significance (S) Approximate p-value
1 0.16
1.644 0.05
2 0.023
3 0.0013
4 3.2× 10−5
5 2.9× 10−7
Table 6.1: Table illustrating the relationship between the significance and the p-
values (quoted to two significant figures), following the one-sided Gaussian conven-
tion.
It is important to note that the definition of the p-value given here is that of a local
p-value, i.e. it corresponds to the statistical significance of a single experimental trial
considered in isolation. In practice, a real experiment will require many such “trials”,
resulting in a reduction of global significance due to the look elsewhere effect. The
meaning of this can be understood by considering an arbitrary experiment involving
n trials – in this case, one would expect an observed p-value of 1
n
in the absence
of signal. For the simplest analyses, involving n statistically-independent trials, the
solution is simply to multiply the p-value by n; the number of trials can serve as
a crude means of quantifying the look elsewhere effect. Other analyses – including
Higgs analyses – can necessitate a more statistically sophisticated approach, such as
computing a “trial factor”: the ratio of the probability of observing a local excess
of events to the probability of observing a similar excess elsewhere in the range of
Higgs masses under consideration [100].
6.2.1 Poisson Statistics
The counting statistics of discrete variables are typically governed by the Poisson
distribution; the probability of observing n events in an experiment is generally
given by the Poisson function
P (n, 〈n〉) = 〈n〉
n
n!
e−〈n〉 (6.9)
where, in the case of no signal observation, 〈n〉 = 〈Nb〉. Where new physics (a signal)
is present, 〈n〉 = 〈Nb〉+ 〈Ns〉. In Equation (6.4) above, the term
√
Nb may be
thought of as the Poisson error on the background, i.e. a counting uncertainty. It is
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notable that, with an infinitely large number of data points, the Poisson distribution
converges to a Gaussian.
In real experiments, it is not possible to extract continuous distributions of observ-
ables such as pT spectra. For a large set of discrete observations one can instead
produce histograms, which with appropriate binning and a suitably large number of
entries will reproduce the features of the underlying physical distribution. One can
fit a function (such as a Gaussian) to such a histogram and compute a fit parameter –
for instance, via a χ2 test to quantify how closely the observed data fit the expected
distribution. In such a way it is possible to compare observations with different
hypotheses, by measuring the closeness of the fit to distributions corresponding to
different hypotheses.
6.2.2 Likelihood Estimation and Hypothesis Testing
A more nuanced approach than using cuts to define phase space regions is to at-
tempt to calculate the probability, given all available information, that an event
results from the signal process; this has the advantage of being a more genuinely
multivariate method. Thus, for each event, one computes a single quantity which
can be either used as a single-variable discriminant or fitted to the expected signal
and background contributions. Typically one begins such an analysis by attempt-
ing to measure the probability density associated to the different bins in the input
event space. Then one can define a likelihood function proportional to the proba-
bility density function associated to the signal, and use this for signal-background
discrimination. Typically, a likelihood function takes the form
L(θ|x) = P (x|θ), (6.10)
where θ denotes a set of parameter values (say, some parameters of the hypotheses
under consideration) and x denotes a set of observed values. Thus the likelihood of
a certain set of parameters θ, given observations x, is defined as the probability of
observing x given θ.
Alternatively, one can adopt a more subtle approach by comparing the likelihood
function for the signal with that of the background: this is a likelihood ratio (LR).
Such a ratio Λ(x), for comparing null hypothesis H0 : θ = θ0 and some alternate
hypothesis H1 : θ = θ1, can be written as
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Λ(x) =
L(θ0|x)
L(θ1|x) . (6.11)
The null hypothesis is rejected in favour of the alternate hypothesis when the crite-
rion Λ(x) ≤ η is met, for some η chosen in order to reach a desired level of statistical
significance α, defined as α = P (Λ(X) ≤ η|H0) [101, p. 120-137].
In the specific case of Higgs searches, H0 can be thought of as the hypothesis that all
observed data are the results solely of higgsless standard model processes; H1 would
then be the hypothesis that a standard model Higgs boson exists (within a certain
mass range) and accounts for some contributions to the observed distributions.
Typically it is important to identify parameters which, while not of direct interest,
must nonetheless be accounted for and understood owing to their effects on the
analysis. These are the so-called nuisance parameters ; a commonly-encountered
example would be the variance of a distribution for which the mean value is the
parameter of direct experimental interest. It is often possible to treat the nuisance
parameters by partitioning the likelihood function into the respective contributions
from the parameters which are to be measured, and from the nuisance parameters.
The LR method can also allow one to compute the significance and confidence
intervals for the parameters of interest in a manner which takes account of the
nuisance parameters [102].
A number of variations on the LR technique exist, such as the log-likelihood method,
in which the difference in the natural logarithms of the likelihoods is used as a proxy
to the LR (since the logarithm is a monotonically-increasing function with maxima
and minima located at the maxima and minima of its input function, it conserves
the important information contained in the LR); one of the chief advantages of this
approach is that the derivatives of the log-likelihood function are typically easier
to compute. Another widely-used likelihood estimation method is that of profile
likelihood, whereby the number of free parameters is constrained by considering
that some parameters can be expressed as functions of other parameters; in principle
this method can be applied to any analysis, and it can often be used to calculate
superior confidence intervals when compared to related techniques. However, its
utility is somewhat compromised by the fact that the profile likelihood is not a true
likelihood function, in that it does not derive directly from a probability density
function [103, 104][101, p. 161].
The LR method is often more suitable, since the absolute likelihood of an event
coming from the signal is not necessarily the best discriminating variable, due to
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unusual event topologies with low absolute likelihoods, or due to unexpected rela-
tionships between the signal and background likelihood functions. According to the
Neyman-Pearson lemma, a likelihood ratio test is the most statistically-powerful
test for a given α, i.e. it is the most likely form of statistical test to reject the null
hypothesis if it is false [105]. Thus, the LR approach constitutes a very useful tool
for reliably measuring p-values from probability density functions. However, there
is another important weakness of the method of likelihood estimation: in bins with
very few events, the likelihood ratio can be difficult to compute accurately, and the
low statistics can give rise to anomalies, such as deceptively large likelihood ratios.
A likelihood function L for a binned analysis will in general take the form
L(µ, θ) =
N∏
j=1
(µsj + bj)
nj
nj!
exp (−(µsj + bj))
M∏
k=1
umkk
mk!
exp (−uk), (6.12)
where µ is a parameter denoting the strength of the signal (i.e. µ = 0 in the
background-only case and µ = 1 in the case where the nominal signal is present), θ
represents the set of nuisance parameters (i.e. those parameters, such as detector
and modelling effects, which can account for some of the variation in the observed
signal strength, but which are not of immediate experimental interest). si and bi
denote the expected contents of bin i in the signal and background distributions
respectively (such that E [ni] = µsi + bi is the expected content of bin i for signal
strength µ), nj denotes the content of bin j, and mk is the content of bin k in the
control histogram. umkk is the expectation value of mk, when its dependence on the
nuisance parameters θ is considered.
The likelihood ratio Q, then, is constructed as a ratio of two such likelihood func-
tions, corresponding to the background-only hypothesis (H0) and the signal-plus-
background hypothesis (H1) respectively. This takes the form
Q =
L(data|H1)
L(data|H0) =
L(data|µs+ b)
L(data|µˆs+ b) , (6.13)
where µˆ is the value of µ at which L attains its maximum. The log-likelihood ratio
test statistic, qµ = −2 lnQ, is the value typically used to decide when a hypothesis
may be accepted.
Using simulated data corresponding to the signal-plus-background hypothesis, it is
possible to construct a probability density function for the test statistic; typically,
this procedure is repeated several times in order to account for the variation in the
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nuisance parameters. One can then compare this pdf of the test statistic with its
observed value (computed using real data) and extract a p-value, CLs+b, which rep-
resents the probability that the observed test statistic will be at most as compatible
with the hypothesis H1 as the expected test statistic.
6.2.3 Systematic Uncertainties and Nuisance Parameters
In order to examine the effect of a source of systematic uncertainty (or, equivalently,
a nuisance parameter) x on a likelihood-based analysis, one typically constructs
distributions of the pull defined by
g =
x− µ
σ
, (6.14)
where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the underlying Gaussian
distribution, respectively. It is expected a priori that the pull of a systematic
should itself be distributed according to a normal distribution (i.e. µ = 0, σ = 1);
large deviations from this suggest mismodelling of the systematics. In particular,
σ > 1 implies that the effect of the systematic has been underestimated, while σ < 1
implies that it has been overestimated. Pulls are initially computed using so-called
Asimov data (i.e. a representative set of expected data which stands in for real
data) [104] in order to verify that the Monte Carlo modelling is consistent. Following
unblinding and the fit to real data, a second set of pulls may be computed [106].
6.2.4 Discovery Criteria and Limit Setting
Most simply, one speaks of a certain signal (e.g. production of the Higgs) as having
been excluded when analysis of existing data implies that there is a probability of
at least 95 % that all observations can be explained by background processes (e.g.
Higgsless standard model processes). Thus, the degree to which a hypothesis has
been excluded can be quantified as a function of the confidence interval for a given
cross section.
However, it is also possible to think of the exclusion relative to the maximum Higgs
production cross section which can be excluded by the analysis. One could say, for
example, that a given analysis is capable of excluding the Higgs in principle when
the expectation value of the excluded cross section is at most the standard model
cross section.
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In statistical terms one might also say that the overlap of the probability den-
sity functions corresponding to the background-only and signal-plus-background
hypotheses corresponds to the difficulty in distinguishing the two hypotheses. The
quantity that is typically used to define the exclusion of the signal is CLs, defined
as
CLs =
CLs+b
CLb
, (6.15)
where CLb is the confidence level at which the background-only hypothesis is ex-
cluded and CLs+b is the confidence level at which the signal-plus-background hy-
pothesis is excluded. This definition is adopted as part of the modified frequentist
method, according to which one compensates for the possibilty of observing fluctu-
ations in the background distribution resembling the signal, even when the signal
is absent. This is in effect a more conservative approach which aims to prevent the
exclusion of signals to which an experiment is not sufficiently sensitive (i.e. a false
exclusion, which can be caused by downward statistical fluctuations in the total
background). By definition CLs is always greater than CLs+b, meaning that a test
based on the former will yield a higher limit. A CLs+b value of 0.05 is equivalent to
an exclusion with a confidence level of 95 %.
For the purposes of Higgs physics, the relationship between the discovery/exclusion
thresholds (quantified in terms of confidence levels) and the Higgs mass is typically
shown on plots such as Figure 6.1. The plot shows the expected Higgs cross-section
which can be excluded at a confidence level of 95 %, expressed as a multiple of the
standard model cross section, together with the 1σ and 2σ errors on the expected
confidence level. The observed CLs, as calculated from data, is then compared with
the expectation. On such a plot, a discovery at a certain mass will be visualised as
a large “bump” of the observed data (i.e. an excess of events) with respect to the
background-only expectation.
6.3 Basic Analysis Methods
6.3.1 Cuts-Based Analyses
The oldest and simplest method used by physicists in selecting interesting events
is simply to impose cuts in order to define the relevant phase-space regions. Most
simply, one chooses cuts such that relevant observables will fall within given ranges,
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Figure 6.1: A plot showing the Higgs discovery by the ATLAS collaboration using
the LHC Run 1 dataset. At a mH of approximately 125 GeV, the combined Higgs
signal strength µ clearly exceeds the background-only expectation. Adapted from
Ref. [6].
in a manner not dependent on other observables (so-called rectangular cuts); this can
be difficult, and requires good knowledge of the relationships between the different
variables in relevant events. One can also construct a discriminating variable from
a linear combination of observables, in accordance with Fisher’s method [107].
The basic procedure of a cuts-based analysis starts with requiring events to have
the relevant topology. This means that there must be certain numbers of observable
final-state objects (photons, electrons, jets, etc.) which meet certain requirements,
such as exceeding a certain pT threshold, or falling within a certain pseudorapidity
region. Many of these cuts are imposed at the level of object identification and
reconstruction (since, for example, extremely soft particles are unlikely to be of
interest). Subsequently, kinematic cuts are imposed in order to reject background
events as required; these can take the form of requiring a minimal missing transverse
energy (denoted EmissT or MET) or a maximal angular separation (∆R) between
certain pairs of particles.
Whereas the principles underlying cuts-based analyses are straightforward, the tech-
nique has a number of important weaknesses. Firstly, the procedure is inexact, and
somewhat arbitrary, since the very large number of possible combinations of different
cuts implies that it is extremely difficult to ascertain whether a given set of cuts will
produce an optimal selection of events for analysis. This difficulty typically increases
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with the complexity of the event topology under consideration. The marginal effect
of each additional cut should be carefully studied in isolation in order to understand
its consequences for the analysis; the cumulative effect of the cuts as they are applied
gives rise to the “cut flow” of the analysis. Moreover, care must be taken to ensure
that the cuts are chosen without bias: by looking at data, it is possible that one
could simply choose cuts so as to produce a desired result, potentially causing the
appearance of signal where none exists; this can especially problematic when the
cuts are such that few events are ultimately selected, owing to the proportionately
larger effect of statistical anomalies in small samples. Blinding is typically employed
to mitigate the effects of bias: physicists will deliberately avoid examining certain
regions of data while they are choosing which cuts to apply, so as to minimise the
risk of choosing cuts that are overly-specific to the particularities of a single data
set, or likely to give a biased result.
6.4 Multivariate Neural Network Analyses
6.4.1 Theory of Neural Networks
When considering problems in multivariate data analysis, it is often found that cut-
based analysis methods are less than optimal. With many variables to consider in
order to define phase-space regions, it can be difficult to determine a priori what
the most relevant variables to a given analysis will be, and hence the ability of
physicists to maximise their sensitivity to signals is hampered. Thus it is desirable
to implement analysis methods which do not depend on detailed knowledge of how
the sensitivity relates, for example, to particular choices of cuts on observables,
which are in any case somewhat arbitrary.
There are many different multivariate computational methods which find use in
particle physics, such as boosted decision trees [108, 109], automated likelihood
estimation algorithms [110], support vector machines [111], and artificial neural
networks [112, 113]. The great strength of such learning-based approaches is that
they are able to model the behaviour of functions (i.e. the mapping between the
input data set and the desired outputs) which might be unknown in advance and
extremely difficult to describe as a set of formal rules [114].
With the rapid increase in available computational resources, these learning-based
methods have seen growing use. The method that will be used in the analysis
work described in this thesis is that of the artificial neural network (ANN), more
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Figure 6.2: A diagram illustrating the structure of a simple feedforward artificial
neural network, featuring one hidden layer and one output node. The inputs xi are
assigned weights wi; the weighted sum then gives the output yANN in accordance
with Equation (6.16).
specifically a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network [115]. An ANN is a method
of implementing some of the functionality of an animal’s nervous system (i.e. the
ability of the brain to learn information, in a very general sense) within a software
framework. ANNs can be used either to describe decision boundaries (termed clas-
sification) or to model the underlying dynamics of the data set, with a view to
understanding the functional relationship between the inputs and a desired target
value (for instance, an experimental sensitivity – this approach is referred to as re-
gression). An important mathematical result in the theory of neural networks is
the Cybenko theorem [116], which proves the general ability of MLPs (specifically
defined as feed-forward networks with a single finite hidden layer) to approximate
the behaviour of an arbitrary continuous real-valued function, where a suitable ac-
tivation function (a sigmoid function such as a logistic function or an hyperbolic
tangent) is chosen for the network. This implies that MLPs have an extremely wide
range of applications, as in principle they can be used to describe the behaviour of
any multivariate function, including in cases where such functional behaviour cannot
be described analytically.
6.4.2 Structure of a Multi-Layer Perceptron
The structure of a neural network consists of layers of highly-interconnected pro-
cessing elements termed neurons or nodes : an input layer, at least one hidden layer
where the processing occurs, and an output layer – this structure is illustrated in
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Figure 6.2. On input, each variable is assigned to a neuron. The process of training
then adjusts the weights assigned to the connections between these neurons by run-
ning a sequence of training cycles, in each of which the weights are slightly altered,
with the goal of optimising the overall sensitivity of the network to patterns in the
data. Each intermediate neuron will activate if the weighted sum of its inputs ex-
ceeds a certain threshold, and its activation is used in turn as an input into the next
layer of processing, until output is reached. The weighted output yANN is given by
the formula
yANN =
nh∑
j=1
y
(2)
j w
(2)
j1 =
nh∑
j=1
tanh
(
nvar∑
i=1
xiw
(1)
ij
)
· w(2)j1 , (6.16)
where the activation function is taken to be a hyperbolic tangent, for inputs xi,
weights wij
(ii), and where nh denotes the number of hidden layers and nvar denotes
the number of input variables [107]. The MLP is a specific case of a feedforward
network, meaning that each layer of neurons is connected directly to the neurons
in the next layer; this category excludes network topologies with directed cycles of
neurons (i.e. recurrent networks).
6.4.3 Neural Network Training
The mathematical principle underlying the training is that of spectral decomposi-
tion; the goal is to find the principal axes of the input data set, considered as a
structure in an n-dimensional configuration space. By reweighting the connections
between its neurons, the neural network is able to change the orientation of this
structure.
The ANN is an implementation of supervised learning, meaning that it aims to
improve its performance at computational tasks by gaining experience of relevant
data, and its learning is supported by the availability of “correct” responses to
certain of its inputs – the network is given feedback on its responses during training.
The objective is for the network to be able to generalise from this trained data
in order to give similarly correct responses in situations where the outcomes are
not known in advance; without such “supervision”, a learning algorithm could at
most observe patterns, without being able to produce appropriate responses to these
patterns [117].
(ii)Superscript numeral (1) denotes the weights used in the hidden-layer sum over the inputs,
while (2) denotes the weights used to sum over the hidden nodes to give yANN.
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The method that is employed is that of backpropagation, meaning that the output of
some error function is propagated “backwards” to the neural network, constituting
a kind of feedback system. The “wrongness” of the neural network’s modelling of its
inputs is quantified by means of a loss function (or “loss matrix” – effectively a kind
of negative utility function). The objective of training can then be formally defined
as a constrained minimisation of the loss function, using the method of gradient
descent, i.e. by computing the gradient of the loss function and then varying its
inputs in the direction of the negative gradient, towards the minimum [118, p. 27].
A typical error function has the form
Ea =
N∑
a=1
1
2
(yANN,a − yˆa)2 , (6.17)
where yANN is the weighted ANN output and yˆ is the “correct” response (typically
this would be set to -1 for background events and +1 for signal events) [107]. And
thus, by the method of gradient descent, on each iteration the weights are modified
according to the rule
wρ+1 = wρ − η∇wE, (6.18)
where the parameter η denotes the learning rate (i.e. the size of the step taken per
iteration of training) and ∇w denotes the gradient with respect to the weights w;
the index ρ represents the number of training cycles [107].
While a naive approach might lead one to think that a larger amount of training will
invariably produce a more useful network, it is in reality very important to choose
an optimal number of training cycles, as training can be thought of as a tradeoff
between the neural network’s “understanding” of its inputs and its generality – this
is also referred to as the bias-variance tradeoff [119]. An insufficiently general (or
overtrained) neural network will give too high a weighting to the specific properties
of the data set on which it was trained, and it will thus become less capable of
identifying similarities in other data sets. This is especially a problem in complex
analyses where the number of necessary free parameters is smaller than the number
of parameters afforded by the network, allowing the network to “over-fit” to its data
set (for example, networks which have been overtrained on several slightly different
data sets could give inconsistent output). These problems can be circumvented by
cross-validating the trained network against a control sample to test for divergence
in the weights; most commonly, this is done by dividing the input data set into
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separate subsets for training and validation [118].
6.4.4 Data Analysis Software
ROOT
An important data analysis tool in many high-energy physics analyses, ROOT is
an object-oriented framework which can be thought of as a library of inter-related
classes of C++ objects intended for use in data analysis and visualisation. Basic and
widely used functions of ROOT include the creation of objects such as histograms,
which may be plotted and presented in a wide variety of ways (e.g. contour plots
and surface plots) so as to aid physicists in their understanding of their data. ROOT
may be run interactively with the aid of a command-line C++ interpreter such as
CINT or Clang, and its objects and functions may be imported into python by
means of PyROOT. Equally, it is possible to include ROOT libraries in compiled
C++ code.
TMVA
The neural network used in the analysis presented in this thesis was implemented
in the Toolkit for Multivariate Data Analysis (TMVA) [114], a software package
which integrates with the general-purpose analysis framework ROOT. This package
provides a wide range of multivariate algorithms, covering functionality such as like-
lihood estimation, boosted decision trees, cut optimisation, as well as three different
implementations of a multilayer perceptron network. It accepts input data in the
form of ROOT trees, over which training can be run.
Running as a classifier, TMVA’s multilayer perceptron attempts to learn how to
disentangle signal events from a specified set of background events, as defined during
the training procedure and using the available event data. Typically it will assign
higher classification values (often referred to as neural net scores) to events which
it considers to resemble the signal more closely, whereas events resembling those
from background processes are assigned lower classification values. In terms of the
description of cuts outlined in Section 6.3.1, one can think of TMVA as being asked
to discover an optimal decision boundary, while considering that such a boundary
might not be readily described via a simple parametrisation (such as rectangular cuts
or a linear function of observables). In principle, the MLP has complete freedom to
explore the space of possible decision boundaries, in order to select the boundary
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which offers optimal discriminating power (which can be thought of as the best ratio
of signal acceptance to background rejection).
NeuroBayes
Another software package which may be used to implement MLPs is NeuroBayes,
a proprietary suite of tools for carrying out advanced multivariate analyses. As its
name implies, it combines the strengths of neural network analysis techniques with
Bayesian statistics, and it is intended to be overtraining-safe (by contrast, TMVA
typically requires a certain amount of oversight from the end-user to ensure that
overtraining does not occur) [120].
NeuroBayes implements training (typically run over simulated data) inside an envi-
ronment called the NeuroBayes Teacher, producing a collection of weighted nodes
which may be passed downstream to the following phase of the analysis, which is im-
plemented inside the NeuroBayes Expert system. This system combines the results
of training with real data to carry out a Bayesian hypothesis testing (e.g. testing
the real data against signal-plus-background and background-only hypotheses).
RooFit
RooFit is a library of analysis functions for inclusion with ROOT, designed broadly
to model the expected distributions of events and event data [121]. These models
may be used to carry out fits, such as unbinned maximum likelihood fits, from which
exclusions can be calculated.
In such an event data distribution, each event is considered to be a discrete occur-
rence, with some number of associated variables; this is characteristic of Poisson
statistics. In the most general sense, then, the task of RooFit is to model such
distributions in terms of probability density functions of the form F (x, p) where x
represents an observable and p represents a function parameter.
As with ROOT itself, RooFit is conceptually object-oriented, meaning that each
distinct concept in an analysis (such as a variable, an event, a function or a distri-
bution) is represented as an object in C++; these objects are characterised not by the
functions they perform in the context of a given analysis but rather by the data type
which they represent; RooFit aims to create a one-to-one mapping of mathematical
and statistical concepts such as variables and functions onto its classes.
A key concept in performing a fit with RooFit is that of the workspace – this is a
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file containing all the likelihood functions for a particular channel. These functions
are combined to create a combined probability model, including the effects of nui-
sance parameters corresponding to systematic effects. In this way it is possible to
combine results from multiple channels, with appropriate coordination to allow for
the differing effects of systematics (e.g. detector effects) on the different channels.
Specifically, it is possible to use the HistFactory tool to create a workspace based
on template histograms, which serve as inputs to a fit.
Limit-setting code
The final limit setting and exclusion is carried out using code [122] which takes a
RooFit workspace as input and performs a constrained minimisation using Minuit
[123]. This code works by implementing the iterative formula
µN+1 =
µN − (pµ − (1− CL))
dpµ
dµ
(6.19)
to obtain an excluded signal strength µN for some number of iterations N , where
pµ is the p-value corresponding to the signal strength µ and CL is the confidence
level. This method is a proxy to running a vast number of pseudoexperiments,
following the asymptotic limit-setting procedures outlined in Ref. [104]. In the code,
Equation (6.19) is approximated as
µN+1 ≈ µN − (pµ − (1− CL))pµ(1+)−pµ
µ(1+)−µ
, (6.20)
where the parameter  defaults to 0.05. The code computes limits on the strength
of a positive signal (equivalently, the product of cross section and branching ratio,
σ × B) for a given value of mH and a given Higgs decay mode: the observed limit (i.e.
using real data), the median expected limit (derived from simulated or “Asimov”
data) and the 1- and 2-sigma limits in both directions.
6.5 Summary
Several of the statistical methods and analysis techniques employed in high-energy
physics have been introduced and described in outline, with a focus on the analysis
framework used for the work presented in this thesis, namely an artificial neural net-
work implemented in TMVA. The principles underlying the concepts of sensitivity,
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discovery and exclusion – key to high-energy physics analyses – have been explained,
with a particular view towards their applications to Higgs physics.
Chapter 7
Search for tt¯H,H → bb¯
“Lasciate ogni speranza, voi ch’entrate.”
— Dante, Divina Commedia
7.1 Introduction
The analysis presented here was performed using ATLAS pp collision data from
2012, with a centre-of-momentum energy of 8 TeV. Specifically, it is a search for
Higgs production in association with the top quark, with the Higgs decaying to a
bottom pair, and the two top decays producing respectively a pair of jets and a single
isolated lepton (i.e. the semileptonic channel, as described in Chapter 2). For the
purposes of this analysis, the lepton is allowed to be either an electron or a muon,
including leptons arising from leptonic tau decays. The regions of events under
consideration are defined with reference to the total number of jets and the number
of b-tagged jets they contain. Before the analysis event selection is implemented,
there are 439 725 data events with an electron and 525 903 data events with a muon,
giving a total of 965 628 events.
7.2 Object Definitions
In this search for semileptonic tt¯H production, the most important physics objects
in each event are a hard lepton (which may be either an electron or a muon), jets,
and b-jets. Each of these categories of object is required to satisfy certain criteria
for the purposes of this analysis. The object definitions and selection criteria used
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in this analysis broadly follow those of the ATLAS tt¯H,H → bb¯ working group as
outlined in Ref. [93]; they were chosen, following studies undertaken by the group,
so as to optimise the sensitivity of the analysis by maximising the yield of signal
events in those analysis regions which are designated as signal-enriched.
Electrons are identified by associating clusters of energy deposited in the electro-
magnetic calorimeter to inner detector tracks; each such cluster is required to have
|ηcluster| < 2.47, excluding the calorimeter transition region 1.37 < |ηcluster| < 1.52
[124]. Since it is possible for electrons to be produced outside of the hard-scattering
process (e.g. non-prompt electrons originating in hadron decays), an isolation cut
is imposed on electron candidates. This cut is based on a cone of ∆R = 0.2 around
each candidate; the total transverse momentum contained in the cells falling within
this cone (excluding those associated directly to the candidate itself, and correcting
for energy leakage) is then used as a cut variable, yielding a cut of 90 % efficiency.
A further isolation requirement is imposed on the sum of track transverse momenta
within a cone of ∆R = 0.3 around the electron candidate (pcone30T ), also yielding
an efficiency of 90 %. The final requirement is that the track’s longitudinal impact
parameter z0, as measured with respect to the primary vertex of the event, must be
less than 2 mm.
Muon identification is performed by associating track segments in the muon spec-
trometer to inner detector tracks; muon candidates must satisfy a pseudorapidity
cut of |η| < 2.5. There is an additional isolation requirement of ∆R > 0.4 from any
identified jet. There is also a requirement that the scalar sum of track transverse mo-
menta (excluding those of the muon tracks) inside a cone with pT-dependent radius
∆R = 10 GeV/pµT must be less than 5 % of the transverse momentum of the muon.
Tracks in the inner detector are required to be well-reconstructed, and the require-
ment on track longitudinal impact parameter being less than 2 mm with respect to
the primary vertex is also imposed upon muon candidates.
The reconstruction of jets is performed by associating clusters of energy inside the
calorimeters to one another [125]; specifically, the anti-kt algorithm is used with a
cone radius parameter of R = 0.4 [86]. Before jet-finding is performed, a local cluster
calibration scheme is used to correct for effects such as dead calorimeter material
and energy leakage from calorimeter regions [126]. Calibration is performed using
factors dependent on energy and pseudorapidity, which are derived from simulation
and corrected using in situ techniques [127]. Finally, jet candidates must satisfy the
requirements pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5. For jets with pT < 50 GeV and |η| < 2.4,
there is an additional requirement that the scalar sum of transverse momenta of
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the tracks originating at the primary vertex and matched to the jet must be at
least 50 % of the total pT of all tracks matched to the jet. This requirement aims
to reduce contamination due to pileup [62]. Since there is no distinction at the
calorimeter level between identified electrons and energy deposits associated to jets,
one must compensate for potential double-counting of electrons as jets by discarding
the closest jet in the case where there are jets within ∆R < 0.2 of an identified
electron.
b-tagging is implemented using a multivariate algorithm which takes as its inputs
the impact parameters of the displaced tracks and the topological properties of the
reconstructed secondary and tertiary vertices within the jet [128]. The b-tagging
working point used for this analysis yields a 70 % b-tag efficiency and a 1 % mistag
rate, as determined using b-tagged jets satisfying pT and |η| < 2.5 in simulated tt¯
events [93].
7.3 Event Selection
This analysis was performed using proton-proton collision data with centre-of-momentum
energy
√
s = 8 TeV, collected by the ATLAS experiment in 2012; all events used in
the analysis are required to contain a single hard lepton (electron or muon) trigger
under stable beam conditions, with all detector subsystems operational – this gives
a total integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1.
For electrons and muons, two sets of trigger pT thresholds – 24 GeV and 60 GeV
for electrons and 24 GeV and 36 GeV for muons – are used to maximise the total
efficiency; these are combined using a logical OR. This approach is adopted because
the triggers at low pT have lepton isolation requirements which lower efficiency at
higher pT. Notably, the trigger selection criteria are less strict than the object
reconstruction criteria which are imposed downstream. The muon trigger efficiency
is approximately 0.7 [129].
Events must have exactly one identified hard lepton, which may be an electron or a
muon. This lepton is required to have pT > 25 GeV, and it must match the lepton
reconstructed by the high-level trigger to an accuracy of ∆R < 0.15. Notably,
events with multiple identified leptons which also match the selection criteria for
the tt¯H dilepton channel have been removed in order to minimise statistical overlap
between the lepton-plus-jets and dilepton channels. The additional requirement
EclusterT > 25 GeV is imposed on electrons.
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The trigger imposes a further requirement that events have at least one reconstructed
vertex with at least five associated tracks consistent with the beam collision region
in the (x, y) plane. If there are several such vertices in an event, the vertex with
the highest square-transverse-momentum sum over tracks is taken to be the hard
scattering primary vertex.
Moreover, the event must also contain at least four reconstructed jets which satisfy
the appropriate quality and kinematic criteria for this analysis (as described in
section 7.2). At least two of these jets must be b-tagged.
EmissT is defined and computed in accordance with the dynamical likelihood methods
outlined in Ref. [130]. An additional requirement of EmissT > 25 GeV is imposed with
the intention of reducing the multijet background, as described in Appendix B.
7.4 Analysis Regions
Following event selection, events are categorised according to a scheme of nine non-
overlapping regions, defined by the event’s jet multiplicity (where only reconstructed
jets with pT > 25 GeV, including b-tagged jets, are counted) and the number of
b-tagged jets in the event – these nine regions are represented in Table 7.1. As
shorthand, the region corresponding to x jets, of which y are b-tagged jets, will be
referred to using the notation (xj,yb), contracted to (x, y). Note that “6j” and “4b”
are always inclusive (i.e. denoting “6 (4) or more (b)-jets”) while other values are
exclusive (e.g. “5j” denotes “exactly 5 jets”). In this analysis, each of these nine
regions is analysed separately; the results of these analyses are then statistically
combined to produce a maximally sensitive result. Firstly, three signal-enriched re-
gions are identified: these are (5,4), (6,3) and (6,4). These are the regions in which
the signal is most prominent, and thus the majority of the sensitivity of the analysis
is expected to derive from them. For this reason, the neural network is trained sepa-
rately in each of these regions in order to maximise the signal-background separation
(and thus the sensitivity). These regions were also blinded during the initial stages
of the analysis, while the signal-depleted regions were designated as control regions
– these were the regions (4,2), (4,3), (4,4), (5,2), (5,3), and (6,2). By including these
control regions – which are dominated by different background processes – in the fit,
additional information is gained about the nature of the systematic uncertainties.
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nj
nb 4 5 ≥ 6
2 BR BR BR
3 BR BR SR
≥ 4 BR SR SR
Table 7.1: Table outlining the analysis regions used in the Standard Model analy-
sis. “BR” denotes background (signal-depleted) regions while “SR” denotes signal-
enriched regions.
7.5 Analysis Software Framework and Workflow
The analysis described in this thesis was performed inside an analysis framework
called GlaNtp, designed with the intention of streamlining all the stages in the anal-
ysis, including reading and reweighting the input distributions, training an instance
of TMVA, producing stacked plots and computing a final exclusion. The analysis
workflow is summarised in Table 7.1.
Firstly, the ATLAS-format input files (signal and background Monte Carlo, and
data) need to be prepared using a stripper and ntuple-modification tool which re-
moves some superfluous branches from each file, as well as adding some additional
branches containing cutword information necessary for the event selection which is
implemented in the following stages.
Within those regions in which a neural network training is performed, the analy-
sis proper then begins by running software to reweight the events so that they are
represented in the appropriate proportion within the sample, and to use the infor-
mation added by the stripper tool to classify the events according to a predefined
scheme of analysis cuts, such that only those events within the desired region (as
specified in the appropriate analysis software steering files) survive this cut. These
reweighted Monte Carlo distributions, signal and background, are combined into
one input ROOT file per analysis region.
These ROOT files are then passed to a second program which trains an instance of
the TMVA in accordance with steering files specifying the signal and background
processes to train over, as well as the training variable set. The internal structure
of the neural network (number of layers and number of nodes per layer, typically
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ATLAS files
GlaNtp Conversion
GlaNtp format
TMVA Training
NN score distributions
Fit & Exclusion
Figure 7.1: Diagram summarising the workflow of the GlaNtp analysis. The output
format of each stage is indicated by the label on the arrow leading to the following
stage.
expressed in terms of the number of inputs) and the number of training cycles may
also be specified to attain an optimal result. The neural net structure used for this
analysis has two hidden layers of N + 1 and N nodes respectively (where N is the
number of input variables); 500 training cycles are used, as this number was found
to produce convergence without risking overtraining.
The outputs of these two stages are then passed to the a third program to create
ROOT template files combining the pre- and post-training information; one template
is created for each process. These templates serve as the building blocks for the
stacked plots of the input variable distributions and TMVA score, as well as inputs
to the fit process. GlaNtp creates, for each of the nominal values and systematic
variations in each analysis region, a single ROOT file containing the appropriately
binned fit template histograms for each process, with the signal and backgrounds
combined and weighted according to their cross sections (as detailed in Section 7.6)
– these template files are used as an input to a RooFit workspace, which is in turn
used as input to HistFitter [131] and the asymptotic limit-setting code as described
in Section 6.4.4 to calculate the final exclusion.
7.6 Background and Signal Modelling
The main contribution to the background in the standard model tt¯H analysis is
tt¯+jets production (where the additional jets include both light and heavy flavours),
with further important contributions coming from single-top production, production
of a vector boson (W±, Z) in association with jets, diboson production (WW,ZZ,WZ),
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and production of a vector boson in association with a tt¯ pair (denoted tt¯+V ). More-
over, there are multijet contributions due to misidentification of jets or photons as
electrons, and due to non-prompt leptons arising from the decays of b− and c−
hadrons.
W +jets and Z+jets events, together with diboson production events, are simulated
in Alpgen 2.14 [132] using the CTEQ6L1 PDF set [89]; fragmentation and parton
shower evolution are simulated using Pythia 6.425 [133] in the case of W + jets,
and Herwig 6.520 [134] for Z + jets and dibosons. The MLM matching tech-
nique is used to match jets and partons, in order to avoid double-counting between
the matrix-element calculation and the fragmentation; this technique employs the
ALPHA algorithm [135] to perform matrix element calculations to extract colour
information for multiparton processes [136]. The W +jets and Z+jets backgrounds
are estimated via pT-reweighting of the Monte Carlo to account for differences in
the pT spectra of data and Monte Carlo; the heavy-flavour fractions of these back-
ground processes are adjusted to match up with the relative frequencies in real data
of events containing a Z and 0 or 1 b-tag [137].
The W + jets samples are generated with up to five additional partons (separately
for each of W + light jets,Wbb¯ + jets,Wcc¯ + jets and Wc + jets, where “light jets”
denotes jets not identified as originating from a b or c quark). The overlap between
WQQ¯ events (where Q = b, c represents heavy quark flavours) arising from the
matrix element calculation, and those arising from the showering of events containing
light jets, is removed by considering the ∆R between the heavy-flavour quarks: if
∆R(Q, Q¯) > 0.4 then the matrix-element prediction is used; otherwise the prediction
from the parton shower evolution is used. Z + jets events are generated according
to the same procedure, and both W + jets and Z + jets events are normalised to
their respective theoretical NNLO inclusive cross-sections [138]. The diboson events
are generated with up to three additional partons; they are normalised to their
theoretical NLO cross-sections [139].
The tt¯+ jets background samples are generated with Powheg [92, 140, 141], using
the CT10 PDF set with a nominal top quark mass of mt = 172.5 GeV, which is
interfaced to Pythia 6.425, using the CTEQ6L1 PDF set and the Perugia2011
underlying-event tune. The sample is normalised via an NNLO-QCD calculation,
which includes the resummation of NNLL soft gluon terms using top++ 2.0 [142–
148], giving a total cross-section of 253+15−16 pb at
√
s = 8 TeV, where the systematic
uncertaintly includes errors arising from the PDF and αs, as well as the mass of the
top quark. The uncertainties in the PDF and αs were calculated according to the
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PDF4LHC prescription [149], using the MSTW2008 68 % NNLO [150, 151], CT10
NNLO [152, 153] and NNPDF2.3 5f FFN [154] PDF sets, added in quadrature to the
scale uncertainty. The sample is generated inclusively, but events are characterised
by the flavour content of any jets they contain which do not originate in the decay
of the tt¯ system. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm with radius
parameter R = 0.4 and the requirements that pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5. Those
events with at least one such jet matched to a b-quark not originating from the decay
of the tt¯ system are labelled tt¯bb¯ events, and those events which are not labelled tt¯bb¯
and have at least one jet matched to a c-quark not originating from the decay of
the tt¯ system (via a W± boson) are labelled tt¯cc¯ events. These tt¯bb¯ and tt¯cc¯ events
are collectively denoted tt¯+ HF, where “HF” represents “heavy flavours”. All those
tt¯ + jets events which are not classified as tt¯ + HF are collectively referred to as
tt¯+ lightjets.
In order to optimise the agreement between simulation and data for the tt¯ sample,
a correction is applied to all simulated tt¯ events which is based on the ratio of
differential cross sections at
√
s = 7 TeV of the data and simulation; this correction
is a function of the top quark pT and the pT of the tt¯ system. This correction
procedure improves the agreement between simulation and data in terms of the
total jet multiplicity and the jet pT.
The single-top samples are generated in Powheg with the CT10 PDF set; these
correspond to the Wt and s-channel production mechanisms. For the t-channel,
the AcerMC v3.8 LO generator is used with the MRST LO** PDF set. These
samples are interfaced to Pythia 6.425 with the CTEQ6L1 PDF set and the Peru-
gia2011C underlying-event tune. Overlaps between Wt and tt¯ are removed, and the
single-top samples are normalised to their theoretical NNLO cross-sections using the
MSTW2008 NNLO PDF set [155].
The tt¯V samples are generated in MadGraph 5 using the CTEQ6L1 PDF set,
interfaced with Pythia 6.425 using the AUET2B tune for parton shower evolution.
These samples are normalised to their theoretical NLO cross-sections.
The tt¯H signal is modelled inclusively with respect to Higgs decays, using the
HELAC-Oneloop package [156] to give NLO matrix elements; these are then show-
ered using Powheg BOX [142] as an interface to Pythia 8.1, with the PDF set
CTEQ6L1 and the AU2 underlying event tune. The resulting Monte Carlo samples
are referred to as PowHel samples. The PDF set used is CT10NLO, with factori-
sation and renormalisation scales µ0 = µF = µR = mt +mH/2. For the purposes of
this analysis, mH = 125 GeV is taken to be the Higgs mass, mt = 172.5 GeV is taken
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to be the top quark mass, and the the total tt¯H cross section and Higgs branching
ratios are taken from theoretical NLO and NNLO calculations [37].
All simulations use Photos 2.15 [157] to simulate photon radiation and Tauola
[158] to simulate τ decays. In every simulation involving Herwig, Jimmy 4.31 [159]
is used to simulate the underlying event. Events from minimum bias interactions
are simulated in Pythia 8.1 using the MSTW2008 LO PDF set and the A2 tune
[90] [91]; these events are overlaid on the simulated signal and background events
according to the luminosity profile of the recorded data. These pile-up interactions
are simulated within the same buch crossing as the hard-scattering process, and
within neighbouring bunch crossings.
All simulated samples are passed through a simulation of the geometry and response
of the ATLAS detector. This simulation either uses GEANT4 [160, 161] consistently
throughout, or else makes use of a fast simulation of the calorimeter response. The
samples are then processed using the same reconstruction software as the data.
Simulated events are corrected so that the object identification efficiencies, energy
scales and energy resolutions match those of control samples made from data.
In those analysis regions requiring high jet multiplicity or high b-tag multiplicity,
large fluctuations can arise in the simulated distributions due to low statistics. This
leads in turn to a higher statistical uncertainty, and it can lead to erroneous cal-
culations of the shape systematic uncertainties, with a corresponding reduction in
sensitivity of the analysis and the potential introduction of a bias, depending on how
these fluctuations affect the simulation relative to the data in signal-enriched analy-
sis regions. This problem is reduced by adopting a modified approach to b-tagging:
rather than simply applying the b-tagging algorithm to tag jets, a tag-rate function
(TRF) is constructed, parameterised in terms of jet pT and η, and this function is
used to weight all events in the sample by the probability that they contain a given
number of b-jets. With this function, all events in the simulated sample may be
used to predict the normalisation and shape post-tagging.
7.6.1 The Tag Rate Function
In analysis regions which require high jet multiplicity or a high number of b-tagged
jets, the number of available events in the Monte Carlo samples is greatly reduced,
leading to low statistics in these regions. This means that there are likely to be
large statistical fluctuations on bin content in such regions, with a corresponding
reduction in the sensitivity of the analysis.
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The effect of this problem is reduced by applying the tag rate function (TRF) to
all Monte Carlo samples, in order to allow the events before b-tagging to be used to
predict the normalisations and shapes of distributions after b-tagging.
7.7 Systematic Uncertainties
A typical high-energy physics analysis is subject to a wide variety of sources of sys-
tematic uncertainty, arising from detector effects, event reconstruction, and signal
and background Monte Carlo modelling. These systematic uncertainties are mod-
elled in Monte Carlo as affecting the shape and the normalisation of the simulated
signal and background distributions, causing the predicted content of each bin in
the analysis to fluctuate up or down with respect to the data. The net effect of these
fluctuations on the fit and limit setting can be to exaggerate or diminish the ap-
pearance of signal in the data. For the purposes of this analysis, the various sources
of systematic uncertainty are assumed to be statistically independent (i.e. uncorre-
lated); for each source of uncertainty, the correlations are taken to be identical for
each process and channel. The estimated luminosity has a relative uncertainty of
2.8 % [162], which is applied as an overall uncertainty to all processes (signal and
background) that are simulated in Monte Carlo.
The various types of systematic uncertainty considered in this analysis are shown
in Table 7.2, which indicates whether each type is considered as an uncertainty on
the shape of the discriminant spectra, or on the normalisation, or both; together
with their respective numbers of constituent components (i.e. the number of inde-
pendent sources of uncertainty that are considered for the purposes of this analysis
to contribute to each kind of systematic uncertainty).
7.7.1 Leptons
In this analysis, five independent sources of systematic uncertainty are considered
for electrons, and six for muons. The lepton selection contributes to the overall sys-
tematic uncertainty via the trigger, identification, isolation, reconstruction, lepton
momentum scale, and resolution.
Lepton momentum scale and resolution are validated by comparing distributions, in
simulation and data, of reconstructed Z → l+l−(l = e, µ) and J/ψ → l+l− invariant
masses. E/p studies in W → eν events provide an additional means of verifying
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Source of Systematic Uncertainty Type No. Components
Luminosity N 1
Electrons SN 5
Muons SN 6
JES SN 22
JVF SN 1
JER SN 1
Jet reconstruction efficiency SN 1
b-tagging efficiency SN 6
c-tagging efficiency SN 6
Light-jet tagging efficiency SN 12
tt¯ cross-section N 1
tt¯ modelling – pT-reweighting SN 9
tt¯ modelling – parton showering SN 2
tt¯+HF – normalisation N 2
tt¯+HF – HF reweighting SN 2
tt¯+HF – generator SN 5
W+jets normalisation N 3
W pT-reweighting SN 1
Z+jets normalisation N 2
Z pT-reweighting SN 1
Multijet normalisation N 3
Multijet shape dilepton S 1
Single top cross-section N 1
Dibosons cross-section N 1
tt¯V cross-section N 1
tt¯H modelling SN 2
Table 7.2: Table of the sources of systematic uncertainty which are considered in
this analysis. For each source of uncertainty, the number of components is given,
along with whether that uncertainty is considered to affect the normalisation (“N”)
of the fit templates, or both the shape and the normalisation (“SN”) .
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the accuracy of electron momentum scale and resolution. Corrections are applied
to compensate for small data-simulation discrepancies in lepton energy scale and
resolution; for electrons, these corrections are applied to both data and simulation
in the case of the energy scale, and for the case of energy resolution they are applied
solely to the simulation. For muons both corrections apply only to simulation,
and moreover there are additional sources of uncertainty arising from the muon
spectrometer and the tracking systems.
The efficiencies of lepton reconstruction and identification show small discrepancies
between data and simulation – to correct for this, scale factors are applied to the
simulation. These scale factors are computed in accordance with the tag-and-probe
method, comparing data and simulation for Z → l+l−. The total uncertainty on
lepton identification, trigger, isolation and reconstruction introduces an uncertainty
of 1.3 % into the event yields.
7.7.2 Jet Energy Scale (JES)
The total JES uncertainty is represented as arising from 22 independent sources,
which are taken to be uncorrelated. These different sources have varying functional
dependence on the pT and η of jets. The estimated JES uncertainties derive from
test-beam data, collision data, and simulation [127, 163–167]. These 22 components
are listed in full in Table D.1 on page 147.
7.7.3 Jet Vertex Fraction (JVF)
The jet vertex fraction (JVF) is defined as the fraction of track pT associated to
a jet which originates in a hard-scattering process [129]. Data and simulation are
compared in Z → (l+l−) + j events to measure the value of the per-jet efficiency
which is necessary to satisfy the JVF requirement. Events enriched in jets originating
from hard scattering are selected separately from events enriched in jets originating
from separate proton interactions within the same bunch-crossing. The uncertainty
corresponding to this efficiency is calculated by observing the effect of varying the
JVF cut value up and down by 0.1.
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7.7.4 Jet Energy Resolution (JER)
The JER is measured separately for data and simulation, and then compared to
estimate the systematic uncertainty, which is taken to be the quadratic difference
between the JER values for data and simulation [127]. The energies of the jets
are then smeared by this value, allowing the effect in normalisation and shape to
be quantified for the discriminating variable in each analysis region. The smearing
procedure is one-sided by nature (since smearing cannot increase resolution) meaning
that the uncertainty needs to be symmetrised separately.
7.7.5 Jet Reconstruction
Owing to a small discrepancy of 0.2 % between data and simulation in jet recon-
struction efficiency for jets with 25 GeV < pT < 30 GeV, 0.2 % of data jets falling
into this category are removed at random, following which all variables which are
dependent on jet kinematics are recalculated, and the event selection is repeated.
7.7.6 Heavy- and Light-Flavour Tagging
The efficiency of the b-tagging algorithm is measured separately for the various jet
flavours using data-derived control samples which are then compared to simulation.
In this way, scale factors may be computed to correct for any discrepancies between
the data and simulation.
For b-jets, these scale factors and their corresponding uncertainties are calculated
by comparing observed and simulated b-tagging rates in tt¯ events [168]. For c-jets,
samples containing jets with identified D∗ mesons are used [169]. For these heavy
flavours, the scale factors are considered to be functions of jet pT. For light-flavour
jets, the scale factors are computed using samples of dijet events, and they are
considered as functions of jet pT and η [170].
There are six independent sources of uncertainty for b-tagging and c-tagging, each of
which corresponds to an eigenvector of a matrix containing the total uncertainty per
pT bin and the bin-to-bin correlations. For light jets, there are 12 sources of uncer-
tainty. The various sources of systematic uncertainty are taken to be uncorrelated
between b-jets, c-jets, and light jets.
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7.7.7 tt¯ + jets Modelling
The expected inclusive tt¯ cross-section is computed to be 253+15−16 pb at
√
s = 8 TeV,
therefore this cross section is associated with an uncertainty of +5 %/-6 % [143–
145]. The shape uncertainties in tt¯ modelling arise from the implementation of
parton showering and hadronisation in the simulation, in addition to uncertainties
related to the reweighting scheme which improves agreement between simulation
and data. Additional uncertainties are associated to tt¯ production in association
with heavy flavours.
The reweighting procedure is applied to tt¯ events in the simulation by considering
the data-MC difference in pT between the top quark and the tt¯ system at
√
s = 7 TeV
[171]. The nine most important sources of systematic uncertainty in these pT mea-
surements, together accounting for 95 % of the total, are each considered as separate
contributions to the uncertainty in the reweighting factors.
The main contributions to the uncertainty on the measurement of the differential
pT distributions are radiation modelling, generator choice, and the uncertainties
associated with jet energy resolution, jet energy calibration, and jet flavour tag-
ging. While it could in principle be necessary to consider the correlations between
the uncertainties in jet energy calibration at
√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV, the cor-
responding difference in expected sensitivity has been found to be extremely low,
meaning that it is viable to treat these uncertainties as uncorrelated.
Since this reweighting procedure is performed on an inclusive sample of tt¯ events,
and thus the uncertainty specifically on the tt¯+HF component is unknown, two ad-
ditional sources of uncertainty are introduced to apply to these events. These uncer-
tainties quantify the difference between applying and not applying the reweighting
to the tt¯ system pT and the top quark pT respectively.
The uncertainty arising from the choice of parton shower and hadronisation model
is calculated by comparing events generated by PowHeg, interfaced with Pythia
and Herwig respectively. There are two key sources of uncertainty here: the effect
of parton shower choice on the number of jets, and the effect on the heavy flavour
content of the jets. Therefore, the parton shower model uncertainty is represented
by two uncorrelated parameters – one for tt¯+light and one for tt¯+HF.
The tt¯bb¯ and tt¯cc¯ components are each assigned a conservative normalisation uncer-
tainty of 50 %, corresponding to the upper limit on the theoretical uncertainties in
their cross-sections as derived from phenomenology studies [172, 173], and they are
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treated as uncorrelated. This approach allows high-statistics LHC data to act as a
further constraint on these uncertainties within this analysis.
There are further systematic uncertainties associated to variations in the factorisa-
tion and renormalisation scales, the matching threshold and the variations in the
masses of the b- and c-quarks in the simulation. The difference between tt¯+HF
production in MadGraph+Pythia and PowHeg+Pythia is considered to be a
separate source of uncertainty.
7.7.8 W/Z+jets Modelling
The W/Z+jets backgrounds are derived from simulation and normalised to their
theoretical cross-sections. A reweighting is applied in order to improve the modelling
of the W and Z pT spectra, and the absolute difference between applying and not
applying this reweighting is taken to be the source of systematic uncertainty. This
is then symmetrised.
7.7.9 Multijet Modelling
Multijet events can act as a background due to the potential misidentification of jets
as leptons (i.e. incorrect event reconstruction). For both e+jets and µ+jets, the
multijet background contains non-prompt leptons (such as muons originating from
hadron decays), and in the e+jets channel there is also a significant background
contribution due to “fake” electrons – electrons from photon conversions within the
electromagnetic calorimeter, and jets that deposit large amounts of energy into the
electromagnetic calorimeter and are incorrectly reconstructed as electrons.
Limited data statistics mean that the systematic uncertainties on the multijet back-
grounds are not well constrained; this is especially true in the high-jet-multiplicity
and high-b-tag-multiplicity categories. There are further contributions from the
lepton fake rates. These uncertainties are taken to be uncorrelated between the
different jet and b-tag multiplicity categories. An uncertainty of 50 % is assigned to
the lepton fake rate, which is taken as correlated across the various jet and b-tag
multiplicity categories, but uncorrelated between the electron and muon channels.
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7.7.10 Electroweak Background Modelling
The theoretical uncertainty on the single-top production cross-section is taken to
be +5 %/-4 %. This is computed by taking the weighted average of the theoretical
uncertainties on single-top production in the s, t, and Wt channels [174, 175].
The uncertainty on diboson rates is calculated as the sum in quadrature of the
theoretical cross-section uncertainty of ±5 % with an uncertainty of ±24 %, relating
to the extrapolation into high-jet-multiplicity bins [139].
The theoretical cross-section uncertainty on tt¯V production is taken to be ±30 %
– this is the only source of uncertainty in the tt¯V background which was found to
have a non-negligible effect [176, 177].
7.7.11 Signal Modelling
The effect of factorisation and renormalisation scale choice on the signal kinematics
is quantified by using NLO PowHel tt¯H samples, within which the default scale
value is varied up and down by a factor of two. A reweighting scheme was used
to introduce the observed effect of these variations into the nominal tt¯H sample.
Similarly, a reweighting was used to reproduce the effect of changing between static
and dynamic scales. Systematic uncertainties arising from parton shower and frag-
mentation choice, or choice of PDF set, were expected to have a small effect on the
final result and they were therefore not considered. Information about the signal
cross-section uncertainty is taken from Ref. [37].
7.8 Standard Model Analysis
Within each of the analysis regions, the objective was to understand how to maximise
the separation between the semileptonic tt¯H,H → bb¯ signal (for the mass-point
mH = 125 GeV) and the given background processes. The main contributions to
the standard model background are tt¯+ HF (heavy flavours, i.e. b- and c-quarks)
and tt¯+ nj (light jets, which can be misidentified as b-jets). The main function of
the TMVA training procedures in the signal regions is to find a variable which has
optimal discrimination power with respect to these backgrounds.
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7.8.1 Analysis Method
The multilayer perceptron neural network, implemented in the TMVA within the
GlaNtp framework, is trained in those regions where a significant contribution from
tt¯H,H → bb¯ signal events is anticipated. Following the labelling scheme desribed
above, these regions are (5,4) (6,3) and (6,4). In signal-depleted regions (where
the neural network has less classification power) the single variable HhadT (i.e. the
scalar sum of all jet pT) is used as a discriminating variable. These TMVA score
distributions are then used as inputs to code which performs a combined fit to data,
including the six control regions.
7.8.2 Neural Network Input Variables
Table 7.3 lists the input variables on which the TMVA was trained, together with
their definitions. From this list an appropriate set of variables is chosen for each
of the four analysis regions in which neural network training is performed. This
set represents a wide selection of variables – including kinematic, event-shape and
object-pair variables – which have been chosen for their potential (dependent on
analysis region) to increase sensitivity. The relative importance (i.e. relative sta-
tistical separation power) of each variable in a given instance of neural network
training will be computed by the TMVA and displayed in its text output to enable
comparisons. In each analysis region, a set comprising seven to ten of the most
highly ranked input variables is chosen so as to maximise the TMVA’s sensitivity;
including more variables will typically yield decreasing returns.
Note that the kinematic variables in those regions with ≥ 6 jets are constructed
by considering the highest-ranked seven jets – ranking all b-tagged jets by pT and
then all other jets, again ranked by pT. It is furthermore required that all training
variables (together with the correlations between them) be well-described by data
in several control regions.
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Variable Definition
H0 Fox-Wolfram moment of order zero, computed using all jets and the lepton
H1 Fox-Wolfram moment of order one, computed using all jets and the lepton
HhadT Scalar sum of all jet pT
aplanarityb−jet Equal to 1.5λ2 (λ2 is the second eigenvalue of the momentum tensor constructed using only b-jets)
centrality Centrality = ΣpT/ΣE (summing over all jets and the lepton)
mmaxpTbj Invariant mass of the pair comprising a b-jet and any jet, chosen so as to maximise pair pT
mmaxpTjj Invariant mass of the pair comprising any two jets, chosen so as to maximise pair pT
mmin∆Rbj Invariant mass of the pair comprising a b-jet and any jet, chosen so as to minimise pair ∆R
mmin∆Rbb Invariant mass of the pair comprising two b-jets, chosen so as to minimise pair ∆R
mmin∆Rjj Mass of the jet-jet pair with minimum ∆R
mmaxpTjj Mass of the jet-jet pair with maximum pT
mmin∆Ruu Mass of the pair of untagged jets, chosen so as to minimise ∆R
mjjj Mass of the jet triplet with the largest vector-sum pT
mWhad Reconstructed mass of the hadronic W boson
∆Rmin∆Rlep−bb ∆R of the lepton and the pair of b-jets with minimum ∆R
∆RmaxpTbb ∆R of the pair of b-jets with maximum pT
∆Ravgbb Averaged ∆R of all bb pairs
N jet40 Number of jets in event satisfying pT > 40 GeV
pjet5T pT of the fifth-leading jet
pjj,avT Average pT of a jet-jet pair
Table 7.3: Table showing all variables which are used as inputs to TMVA training in any region. The Fox-Wolfram moments Hl are
defined in Ref. [178].
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(a) (4,2)
(b) (4,3)
(c) (4,4)
Figure 7.2: Plots showing the shape difference and separation in the HhadT spectra
for the analysis regions (4,2), (4,3), and (4,4).
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(a) (5,2)
(b) (5,3)
(c) (5,4)
Figure 7.3: Plots showing the shape difference and separation in the HhadT spectra
for the analysis regions (5,2), (5,3), and (5,4).
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(a) (6,2)
(b) (6,3)
(c) (6,4)
Figure 7.4: Plots showing the shape difference and separation in the HhadT spectra
for the analysis regions (6,2), (6,3), and (6,4)
.
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(a) (5,4)
(b) (6,3)
(c) (6,4)
Figure 7.5: Plots showing the shape difference and separation in the TMVA score
distributions for the analysis regions (5,4), (6,3), and (6,4).
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Region (5,4) Region (6,3) Region (6,4)
Rank Variable Importance Separation Variable Importance Separation Variable Importance Separation
1 aplanarityb−jet 45 1.75 H1 12 0.76 H0 74 1.41
2 H1 3.7 3.37 centrality 3.4 1.96 aplanarityb−jet 54 1.31
3 ∆Ravgbb 2.0 3.72 ∆R
avg
bb 0.66 1.41 H1 45 2.12
4 centrality 1.8 2.22 pjet5T 0.38 1.44 centrality 3.9 1.58
5 HhadT 0.19 1.73 ∆R
min∆R
lep−bb 0.098 0.74 m
maxpT
bj 0.33 1.81
6 N jet40 0.17 0.18 N
jet
40 0.064 0.95 p
jet5
T 0.27 1.02
7 ∆Rmin∆Rlep−bb 0.023 1.61 m
min∆R
bj 0.011 0.46 H
had
T 0.15 1.01
8 mmin∆Rbb 0.014 2.39 m
min∆R
uu 0.030 0.26 N
jet
40 0.15 0.04
9 mmin∆Rjj 0.012 1.04 m
min∆R
bb 0.0023 0.20 p
jj,av
T 0.070 1.23
10 mmaxpTjj 0.0015 2.37 m
maxpT
bj 0.00080 0.52 mjjj 0.0028 1.29
Table 7.4: The ten highest-ranked TMVA input variables in each of the three signal-enriched regions. Separation is as defined in Equation (7.1)
and importance is as defined in Equation (7.2). The table is ordered by importance, which is rounded to two significant figures.
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7.8.3 TMVA Training by Region
Table 7.3 details the set of variables over which the neural network was trained.
A subset of these was chosen, according to their respective rankings and their cor-
relations with one another, to be used in each training region. It is desirable to
train the neural network on a set of input variables which is diverse (minimal linear
dependency, i.e. minimal redundancy) and which individually give good signal-
background separation. This information is presented by TMVA after training is
complete, allowing the training to be optimised iteratively.
Figures 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 show the signal-background separation in the HT spectra for
all analysis regions. The signal-background separations achieved by TMVA training
in the analyis regions are shown in Figure 7.5. In each of these plots, for TMVA
score and HT, the separation 〈S2〉 of a classifying variable y is computed according
to [114]:
〈S2〉 = 1
2
∫
(yˆS(y)− yˆB(y))2
yˆS(y) + yˆB(y)
dy, (7.1)
where yˆS(y) represents the signal PDF and yˆB(y) the background PDF. This integral
gives a scalar value which quantifies how distinct the signal and background distri-
butions are – intuitively, the sensitivity of the analysis depends strongly on this sep-
aration value, especially in the signal-enriched regions (within which the separation
measures the discriminating power of the neural network). 〈S2〉 = 1 corresponds to
perfect separation, i.e. non-overlapping signal and background distributions, while
〈S2〉 = 0 corresponds to full overlap, i.e. indistinct signal and background distri-
butions. 〈S2〉 is used to examine and compare the separation power of different
variables used in this analysis.
For a multilayer perceptron training, the TMVA internally ranks its inputs by a
metric related to the sum of the squared weights of the connections between the
nodes in the input layer (corresponding to each respective input) and the nodes in
the first hidden layer. The importance Ii of input variable xi is defined as
Ii = x¯i
2
nh∑
j=1
(wij)
2 , (7.2)
where wij denotes the weight associated to the connection between input node i
and hidden node j, and the sum runs over the nh nodes in the first hidden layer
[114]. Table 7.4 shows the importance and separation for each of the selected input
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variables in each analysis region for which neural network training was performed.
GlaNtp also includes functionality to allow it to plot the input variables to neural
network training. Stacked plots of the three highest-ranked variables (by TMVA
importance) are shown in Appendix C.
7.8.4 Results
A combined fit was performed over the spectra of the discriminating variables for
each of the nine analysis regions – TMVA score in those regions where neural network
training was performed, and HhadT in the control regions. No further cut was imposed
on these variables prior to performing the fit to data. A likelihood function L(µ, θ)
(where µ is the fitted Higgs signal-strength parameter and θ denotes the set of
nuisance parameters) determined the expected number of events in each bin; µ was
required to be the same across all analysis regions. The nuisance parameters are a
statistical representation of the effects of the systematic uncertainties on the content
of each bin; the total likelihood may be considered as a product of these Poisson bin-
by-bin fluctuations. The effect of the systematics was constrained by including the
control regions in the fit; these may be considered as high-statistics, overwhelmingly
background-dominated regions, with a small contamination of signal events.
Figures 7.6–7.9 display the respective pulls of each source of systematic uncertainty
(as defined in Equation (6.14)) following the fits to Asimov data and to real data
under the signal-plus-background hypothesis. Figures 7.10, 7.11, and 7.12 display
the contributions of each physical process to each bin in the analysis, preceding and
following the fit to data. In each of the signal-depleted regions, eleven bins are used
for the HhadT spectra, while thirteen bins are used for the neural network output in
the signal-enriched regions.
Table 7.6 shows the pre-fit yields of events in each region, following MVA event
selection. For each process, the uncertainty is computed as the sum in quadrature
of each individual uncertainty contribution. These yields differ somewhat from the
median prefit yields observed by the ATLAS tt¯H working group, by a factor of
typically around 15–20 % [93]. Specifically, the yields shown here are consistently
lower, for both data and Monte Carlo, consistent with GlaNtp applying a more
stringent event selection, as documented in Appendix B. The corresponding post-
fit yields are shown in Table 7.7. The effective scaling applied between the prefit
and postfit yields for each process is shown in Table 7.8. It is notable that in each
region, the multijet background is significantly scaled down by the fit to data, and
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Region Expected S/B (%) Expected S/
√
B
(4,2) 0.03 0.10
(4,3) 0.16 0.13
(4,4) 1.71 0.19
(5,2) 0.09 0.18
(5,3) 0.40 0.28
(5,4) 2.37 0.34
(6,2) 0.25 0.37
(6,3) 0.97 0.57
(6,4) 3.78 0.73
Table 7.5: Table showing the expected signal-to-background and signal-to-root-
background ratios for each analysis region, computed using the prefit yields as shown
in Table 7.6.
the tt¯H signal is scaled up, while remaining a minor contribution to the overall
postfit yields observed in each analysis region. Moreover, the irreducible heavy-
flavour backgrounds (especially tt¯cc¯), as well as tt¯+light jets, are scaled up, while
the event yields of the reducible backgrounds such as tt¯+ V , single-top production,
and V+jets are not greatly changed by the fit in most categories. The expected
ratios of signal to background (S/B) and signal to root background (S/
√
B) are
shown in Table 7.5.
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Figure 7.6: Nuisance parameters fitted to Asimov data (black) and data (red) across all
analysis regions for the signal-plus-background hypothesis. Numbers identify compo-
nents of a given systematic uncertainty; for tagging parameters, these numbers denote
the rank of that eigenvector component of the mistag matrix; for other parameters they
are abbreviations which are detailed in Appendix D. Here, tt¯ modelling parameters are
shown.
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Figure 7.7: Nuisance parameters fitted to Asimov data (black) and data (red) across all
analysis regions for the signal-plus-background hypothesis. Numbers identify compo-
nents of a given systematic uncertainty; for tagging parameters, these numbers denote
the rank of that eigenvector component of the mistag matrix; for other parameters they
are abbreviations which are detailed in Appendix D. Here, jet parameters are shown.
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Figure 7.8: Nuisance parameters fitted to Asimov data (black) and data (red) across all
analysis regions for the signal-plus-background hypothesis. Numbers identify compo-
nents of a given systematic uncertainty; for tagging parameters, these numbers denote
the rank of that eigenvector component of the mistag matrix; for other parameters
they are abbreviations which are detailed in Appendix D. Here, lepton and tagging
parameters are shown.
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Figure 7.9: Nuisance parameters fitted to Asimov data (black) and data (red) across all
analysis regions for the signal-plus-background hypothesis. Numbers identify compo-
nents of a given systematic uncertainty; for tagging parameters, these numbers denote
the rank of that eigenvector component of the mistag matrix; for other parameters they
are abbreviations which are detailed in Appendix D. Here, miscellaneous parameters
are shown.
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(a) (4,2) pre-fit (b) (4,3) pre-fit (c) (4,4) pre-fit
(d) (4,2) post-fit (e) (4,3) post-fit (f) (4,4) post-fit
Figure 7.10: Plots showing the stacked contributions to each bin in each of the signal-depleted analysis regions (4,2), (4,3), and (4,4),
before and after the fit to data. The numbers in the plot legends indicate the yields of the different processes, in accordance with Tables 7.6
and 7.7.
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(a) (5,2) pre-fit (b) (5,3) pre-fit (c) (6,2) pre-fit
(d) (5,2) post-fit (e) (5,3) post-fit (f) (6,2) post-fit
Figure 7.11: Plots showing the stacked contributions to each bin in each of the signal-depleted analysis regions (5,2), (5,3), and (6,2),
before and after the fit to data. The numbers in the plot legends indicate the yields of the different processes, in accordance with Tables 7.6
and 7.7.
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(a) (5,4) pre-fit (b) (6,3) pre-fit (c) (6,4) pre-fit
(d) (5,4) post-fit (e) (6,3) post-fit (f) (6,4) post-fit
Figure 7.12: Plots showing the stacked contributions to each bin in each of the signal-enriched analysis regions (5,4), (6,3), and (6,4),
before and after the fit to data. The numbers in the plot legends indicate the yields of the different processes, in accordance with Tables 7.6
and 7.7.
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Region (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (6,2) (6,3) (6,4)
Multijet 2090± 46 150± 12 7± 3 648± 25 97± 10 11± 3 323± 18 46± 7 9± 3
Single top 5096± 71 336± 18 7± 3 1930± 44 193± 14 9± 3 777± 28 113± 11 11± 3
Diboson 169± 13 9± 3 0± 0 79± 9 7± 3 0± 1 42± 6 5± 2 1± 1
Z + jets 485± 22 24± 5 0± 1 182± 13 15± 4 1± 1 54± 7 5± 2 0± 0
W + jets 2763± 53 125± 11 3± 2 1091± 33 75± 9 3± 2 527± 23 58± 8 5± 2
tt¯+ V 98± 10 13± 4 1± 1 115± 11 22± 5 3± 2 142± 12 37± 6 7± 3
tt¯+ bb¯ 910± 30 408± 20 33± 6 942± 31 560± 24 88± 9 949± 31 730± 27 215± 15
tt¯+ cc¯ 2811± 53 497± 22 19± 4 2745± 52 604± 25 40± 6 2542± 50 674± 26 66± 8
tt¯+ light 64 809± 254 5204± 72 46± 7 31 865± 179 3075± 55 56± 7 16 169± 127 1844± 43 56± 7
Total background 79 231± 281 6767± 82 117± 11 39 598± 199 4647± 68 211± 15 21 525± 147 3511± 59 370± 19
tt¯H signal 27± 5 11± 3 2± 1 35± 6 19± 4 5± 2 54± 7 34± 6 14± 4
Data 79 598 7140 128 40 849 5088 232 21 705 3901 433
Table 7.6: Table showing the yields of each process in each analysis region before the fit to data, rounded to the nearest whole event.
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Region (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (6,2) (6,3) (6,4)
Multijet 873± 30 63± 8 3± 2 271± 16 41± 6 5± 2 135± 12 19± 4 4± 2
Single top 4953± 70 339± 18 8± 3 1849± 43 191± 14 9± 3 734± 27 115± 11 11± 3
Diboson 167± 13 9± 3 0± 0 80± 9 7± 3 0± 1 39± 6 5± 2 0± 1
Z + jets 474± 22 25± 5 0± 1 175± 13 15± 4 1± 1 54± 7 5± 2 0± 0
W + jets 2693± 52 126± 11 3± 2 1062± 33 76± 9 4± 2 507± 23 59± 8 5± 2
tt¯+ V 98± 10 13± 4 1± 1 113± 11 22± 5 3± 2 136± 12 35± 6 7± 3
tt¯+ bb¯ 971± 31 442± 21 37± 6 982± 31 593± 24 96± 10 942± 31 789± 28 214± 15
tt¯+ cc¯ 3405± 58 626± 25 25± 5 3253± 57 748± 27 45± 7 2895± 54 769± 28 81± 9
tt¯+ light 66 042± 257 5468± 74 47± 7 32 677± 181 3255± 57 59± 8 16 224± 127 1958± 44 58± 8
Total background 79 677± 282 7112± 84 124± 11 40 462± 202 4948± 70 221± 15 21 665± 147 3755± 61 380± 19
tt¯H signal 100± 10 42± 7 7± 3 128± 11 71± 8 19± 4 191± 14 126± 11 51± 7
Data 79 598 7140 128 40 849 5088 232 21 705 3901 433
Table 7.7: Table showing the yields of each process in each analysis region after the fit to data, rounded to the nearest whole event.
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Region (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (6,2) (6,3) (6,4)
Multijet 0.42 0.42 0.43 0.42 0.42 0.45 0.42 0.41 0.44
Single top 0.97 1.01 1.14 0.96 0.99 1.00 0.94 1.02 1.00
Diboson 0.99 1.00 0.00 1.01 1.00 0.00 0.93 1.00 0.00
Z + jets 0.98 1.04 0.00 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
W + jets 0.97 1.01 1.00 0.97 1.01 1.33 0.96 1.02 1.00
tt¯+ V 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.95 1.00
tt¯+ bb¯ 1.07 1.08 1.12 1.04 1.06 1.09 0.99 1.08 1.00
tt¯+ cc¯ 1.21 1.26 1.32 1.19 1.24 1.12 1.14 1.14 1.23
tt¯+ light 1.02 1.05 1.02 1.03 1.06 1.05 1.00 1.06 1.04
Total background 1.01 1.05 1.06 1.02 1.06 1.05 1.01 1.07 1.03
tt¯H signal 3.70 3.82 3.50 3.66 3.74 3.80 3.54 3.71 3.64
Table 7.8: Table showing the pre-to-post-fit ratio of the median yield of each process in each region (as in Tables 7.6 and 7.7), rounded
to two decimal places.
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95 % CL upper limit value Statistical error only Systematic & statistical
+2σ 3.4 8.3
+1σ 2.5 5.9
median 1.8 4.2
−1σ 1.3 3.0
−2σ 1.0 2.2
observed — 5.9
Table 7.9: Table showing the expected limits on Standard Model tt¯H,H → bb¯ for
mH = 125 GeV. All values represent σ/σSM.
Table 7.9 shows the expected limit on tt¯H,H → bb¯ for the mass-pointmH = 125 GeV,
together with the ±1, 2σ uncertainties, expressed as a ratio of the expected or ob-
served cross-section to the Standard Model cross-section. The expected median
limit was found to be 4.2+1.7−1.2, where the statistical and systematic uncertainties
are combined, and the observed limit was 5.9, with an observed signal strength of
µ = 2.05± 2.78. It is notable that, likely due to the slightly stricter event selec-
tion in this analysis and the lesser signal-background separation power of the neu-
ral networks trained in TMVA within this analysis as compared with NeuroBayes,
these limits are slightly higher than – but consistent with – those of the ATLAS
tt¯H,H → bb¯ analysis, which observed a limit of σ/σSM = 4.1 [93].
Chapter 8
Search for a Heavy Charged Higgs
Boson
“Hypotheses non fingo.”
— Newton, Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica
8.1 Search for a Heavy Charged Higgs
The analysis techniques outlined in Chapter 7 were extended to search for a heavy
charged Higgs H± of mass mH± = 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 600 GeV, working within
the five-flavour scheme with the decay mode H± → tb. This is a beyond-the-
Standard-Model (BSM) process with a similar final state to that of tt¯H,H → bb¯,
as illustrated in Figure 2.6 (page 23), with a different signal contribution to the
expected b-jet multiplicity (three b-jets in this BSM scenario, as opposed to four in
the Standard Model case). There is thus a reasonable expectation that the analysis
techniques which have been employed in the search for the Standard Model tt¯H
signal will be relevant in searching for H± → tb.
For this analysis, the analysis regions defined for the Standard Model tt¯H,H → bb¯
search were adapted so that the same total event-space was partitioned into five
regions: the control (signal-depleted) regions (4,2), (5,2), and (6,2) remained un-
changed from the Standard Model analysis, while the regions (4,3) and (4,4) were
combined to form a single control region, hereafter referred to as (4,3) (denoting 4
jets and at least 3 b-tags) in the context of the charged-Higgs analysis. There was a
single signal-enriched region, denoted (5,3), here representing at least 5 jets and at
least 3 b-tags. This signal-enriched region is therefore equivalent to the union of the
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four Standard Model regions (5,3), (5,4), (6,3), and (6,4). These analysis regions are
illustrated in Table 8.1. As in the Standard Model analysis, a multilayer perceptron
neural network was trained using TMVA within this signal-enriched region in order
to optimise separation between the H± → tb signal and the tt¯bb¯ background, which
also serves as the main contribution to the background in this analysis. The input
variables to TMVA training are shown in Table 8.2, and the signal-background sep-
arations attained by the TMVA following training at each mass point are shown in
Figure 8.1.
nj
nb 4 5 ≥ 6
2 BR BR BR
3 BR SR SR
≥ 4 BR SR SR
Table 8.1: Table outlining the analysis regions used in the charged-Higgs analy-
sis. “BR” denotes background (signal-depleted) regions while “SR” denotes signal-
enriched regions. In contrast to the Standard Model analysis region definitions as
shown in Table 7.1, the four regions denoted “SR” here constitute a single combined
signal-enriched region.
The data sample and the background Monte Carlo samples are as described in
Chapter 7. The charged-Higgs signal samples are prepared using Powheg with
the CT10 NLO PDF set, interfaced to Pythia 8. The charged-Higgs decays were
simulated in Pythia 8, with a one-lepton filter (without a truth-level pT cut) on
the decay products of the W boson so as to select lepton-plus-jets events only. Since
the expected width of the charged Higgs boson is far below experimental resolution,
it is set to zero.
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Variable Definition
H1 Fox-Wolfram moment of order 1
HhadT Scalar sum of all jet pT
mjjj Mass of the jet triplet with the largest vector-sum pT
mWhad Reconstructed mass of the hadronic W boson
aplanarityb−jet Equal to 1.5λ2 (λ2 is the second eigenvalue of the momentum tensor constructed using only b-jets)
centrality centrality = ΣpT/ΣE (summing over all jets and the lepton)
mmaxpTbj Invariant mass of the pair comprising a b-jet and any jet, chosen so as to maximise pair pT
N jet40 Number of jets in event satisfying pT > 40 GeV
pjet5T pT of the fifth-leading jet
pjj,avT Average pT of a jet-jet pair
Table 8.2: Table listing input variables to TMVA training for the charged-Higgs analysis.
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(a) mH± = 200 GeV (b) mH± = 250 GeV (c) mH± = 300 GeV
(d) mH± = 400 GeV (e) mH± = 500 GeV (f) mH± = 600 GeV
Figure 8.1: Plots showing the shape difference and signal-background separation in the (5,3) region for each charged-Higgs mass point.
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The treatment of the systematic uncertainties was simplified by considering only
the highest-ranked contributions to the total systematic uncertainty, according to
the ATLAS H± → tb analysis [179], which are listed in Table 8.3. Following the
prescription of the ATLAS group, an uncertainty is not applied to the signal Monte
Carlo rate, as the effects on the limit of scale variation, generator variation and
PDF scale were found by them to be negligible for all mass points. Moreover, it
was found by the ATLAS group that test samples produced in MadGraph using
the four-flavour scheme gave consistently higher signal yields than those using the
five-flavour scheme, and therefore the limits obtained using the 5FS signal Monte
Carlo are to be taken as conservative.
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Systematic Name Type
Luminosity N
tt¯ cross section N
tt¯bb¯ cross section N
tt¯cc¯ cross section N
W+jets cross section N
Z+jets cross section N
tt¯+ V cross section N
Multijet cross section N
Dibosons cross section N
Single-top cross section N
b-jet tagging: component 4 SN
b-jet tagging: component 5 SN
c-jet tagging: component 1 SN
c-jet tagging: component 2 SN
c-jet tagging: component 3 SN
c-jet tagging: component 4 SN
c-jet tagging: component 5 SN
c-jet tagging: component 6 SN
JES: Jet η intercalibration SN
b-jet energy scale SN
Mixture of light-quark and gluon jets SN
Light jet tagging: component 11 SN
Table 8.3: Table showing the sources of systematic uncertainty considered in the
charged-Higgs analysis; these form a subset of those used in the Standard Model
analysis, which are detailed in Table 7.2. A number following the name of a sys-
tematic denotes one of the independent components of a given source of systematic
uncertainty (following the ranking convention adopted by the ATLAS tt¯H group),
and “S” and “N” denote whether a given source of systematic uncertainty is con-
sidered as affecting the shape or normalisation, or both, of the Monte Carlo.
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(a) Common parameters (b) Jet parameters
Figure 8.2: Nuisance parameters fitted to Asimov data (red) and data (black) across all analysis regions for the signal-plus-background
hypothesis, for the mass-point mH± = 400 GeV
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(a) Lepton and b parameters (b) Other parameters
Figure 8.3: Nuisance parameters fitted to Asimov data (red) and data (black) across all analysis regions for the signal-plus-background
hypothesis, for the mass-point mH± = 400 GeV
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(a) (4,2) pre-fit (b) (4,3) pre-fit (c) (5,2) pre-fit
(d) (4,2) post-fit (e) (4,3) post-fit (f) (5,2) post-fit
Figure 8.4: Plots showing the stacked contributions to each bin, before and after the fit to data, in the regions (4,2), (4,3), and (5,2), for
the mass-point mH± = 400 GeV.
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(a) (6,2) pre-fit (b) (5,3) pre-fit
(c) (6,2) post-fit (d) (5,3) post-fit
Figure 8.5: Plots showing the stacked contributions to each bin, before and after the fit to data, in the regions (5,3) and (6,2), for the
mass-point mH± = 400 GeV.
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For each mass-point under consideration, the GlaNtp analysis framework was used to
produce fit templates for each systematic uncertainty in each analysis region; these
templates then served as inputs to the limit-setting code. The expected and observed
limits were thus computed by the same procedure as was used in the Standard Model
analysis presented in Chapter 7 – these limits are displayed in Figure 8.6. A small
excess of data over expectation is observed for mH± = 200, 250, 300 GeV, with a
peak at 250 GeV. For the higher charged-Higgs masses mH± = 400, 500, 600 GeV,
the fit to data produces results which are slightly less compatible with the signal-
plus-background hypothesis when compared to the corresponding expected limits.
The local p-values corresponding to the statistical significance S of the observed
limits on these charged-Higgs scenarios are shown in Figure 8.7; these are calculated
according to Equation (6.8). It can be seen that the lowest p-value (corresponding
to the observation with the lowest conditional probability given the signal-plus-
background hypothesis at its mass point), is obtained for mH± = 250 GeV. Con-
versely, the mass point for which the observed limit is closest to the expected limit,
mH± = 500 GeV, yields the highest p-value.
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Figure 8.6: The expected and observed 95% CL limits on H± production for the
mass range 200 GeV ≤ mH± ≤ 600 GeV. σexpected denotes the expected σ × B as
computed for each value of mH± .
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Figure 8.7: The p-values corresponding to the significance of the observed limits in
Figure 8.6.
8.2 Conclusions
A fit of Monte Carlo to ATLAS
√
s = 8 TeV data has been performed in order
to compute limits on the charged Higgs decay mode H± → tb, using the charged-
Higgs mass points mH± = 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 600 GeV. A very slight excess of
events above the background-only expectation was observed for the mass point
mH± = 250 GeV; for all other mass points, the observed limit was statistically com-
patible (to within the 95 % confidence level) with the background-only hypothe-
sis. For mass points mH± ≥ 400 GeV, the observed limits fell somewhat below the
expected limits. These findings are broadly consistent with those of the ATLAS
analysis presented in Ref. [179].
Chapter 9
Summary and Conclusions
“I was one, sir, in this interlude, one Sir Topas, sir, but
that’s all one.”
— Shakespeare, Twelfth Night
By the end of its first run in February 2013, the LHC had accomplished one of
the major goals of experimental physics in the four decades that preceded it – the
discovery of the Higgs boson, with which the Standard Model “zoo” gained its most
elusive member.
2015 has seen the beginning of the second run of the LHC, at a greatly increased
centre-of-momentum collision energy of 13 TeV, and with higher instantaneous lu-
minosity due to the decrease in bunch spacing to the LHC’s design capacity of 25 ns.
This run has the prospect to discover yet more new fundamental physics.
In the current era of scientific collaborations with thousands of members and ever
more complex organisational structures, when competitiveness rewards swift com-
pletion and publication of analyses, it is more important than ever before to provide
for the performance of independent cross-checks of experimental results. The work
presented in this thesis represents one individual effort to carry out an analysis par-
allel to an official ATLAS analysis, using an alternative analysis software framework
and an independent workflow.
By careful and consistent choices of parameters and settings, the MadGraph Monte
Carlo generator was successfully validated against Alpgen for the production of
samples of the background process tt¯bb¯ suitable for use in the Standard Model
tt¯H,H → bb¯ analysis.
In the search for the Standard Model process tt¯H,H → bb¯, it was found that the
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signal-background discrimination power achievable with the chosen method – TMVA
multilayer perceptron training implemented within the GlaNtp analysis framework
– was not as great as that achieved by NeuroBayes within the published ATLAS
analysis [93], and therefore the observed limit of σ/σSM = 5.9 was correspondingly
higher than that of σ/σSM = 4.2 as set by the ATLAS group. A natural extension of
this work would be to compare the separation power achievable by other multivariate
techniques (such as a boosted decision tree), and the corresponding effects of these
techniques on the observed limit.
A simplified extension of the Standard Model tt¯H,H → bb¯ analysis to set limits on
the process H± → tb produced results comparable to those of the published ATLAS
analysis [179], with a slightly smaller observed excess overall, and an observed limit
close to, but slightly below, the expected limit for mass points mH± ≥ 400 GeV.
Further limit-setting studies on this process could also benefit from considering
alternative multivariate techniques as means of computing discriminating variables.
Appendices
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Appendix A
MadGraph Scale Validation
“There are things we know that we know. There are
known unknowns. That is to say there are things that we
now know we don’t know. But there are also unknown
unknowns. There are things we do not know we don’t
know.”
— Donald Rumsfeld
It was desirable to validate the implementation of the Alpgen scale in the gener-
ation of the MadGraph samples at the parton level, i.e. prior to showering and
the Rivet analysis. It was anticipated that a choice of scale should not in princi-
ple lead to significant differences in distributions of observables, as the scale is in
essence a theoretical construct; all that was important in the studies described in
Chapter 5 was that a single scale was implemented consistently in order to ensure
a fair comparison.
Figure A.1(a) shows the effect of disabling top decays on the scale value as recorded
in the MadGraph LHEF output – a large discrepancy is observed. Since the
MadGraph scale is defined with respect to the maximum mass of a final-state
particle, this discrepancy was to be expected; disabling the top decays would imply
that the most massive final-state particle would be the top itself (which is far more
massive than its daughter products).
Figures A.1(b) and A.1(c) detail a validation exercise to ensure that the Alpgen
scale was correctly implemented in MadGraph. For each event in the LHEF sam-
ple, the scale was computed indepedently of MadGraph using the Alpgen scale
formula, as shown in equation (5.7); the difference between this computed quantity
and the nominal scale value was then taken. Figure A.1(b) shows the absolute dif-
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ference between these two values of the scale, while Figure A.1(c) shows the relative
difference (i.e. the absolute difference divided by the value of the scale as computed
by MadGraph). It is notable that, while extremely low (around 0.5 GeV), the
difference between the recorded and calculated scales does not peak at zero.
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(a) Comparison of Alpgen and MadGraph scales
(b) Absolute difference in scale
(c) Relative difference in scale
Figure A.1: Comparison of scales in MadGraph LHEF files, with and without top
decays. The red histograms contain tt¯bb¯ events without top decays at the generator
level, while the blue histograms contain otherwise identical events with top decays
enabled in MadGraph and without any cuts being imposed on the top decay
products.
Appendix B
GlaNtp Analysis Cuts in the
Standard Model tt¯H Analysis
“E sara` mia colpa, se cos`ı e`?”
— Stendhal, Le Rouge et le Noir
The event selection implemented in the GlaNtp analysis package as described in
Chapter 7 differed somewhat from that used in the ATLAS tt¯H working group’s
analysis as documented in Ref. [93] – in GlaNtp an additional cut of EmissT ≥ 25 GeV
was applied, which reduced the observed yields across the analysis by approximately
15–20 % for Monte Carlo and data with respect to the published ATLAS analysis.
As a verification exercise, in order to ensure that significant shape differences were
not introduced into the spectra of key observables, the effects of this additional cut
on the shapes of the H jetsT spectrum in the (4,2) analysis region and on the TMVA
score distribution in the those analysis regions where a neural network is trained were
examined; these are shown in Figure B.1. As can be seen, large shape differences in
the fit variables are not induced by the application of this cut, suggesting that the
GlaNtp selection is consistent with (although stricter than) that of the published
ATLAS analysis.
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Figure B.1: Data-data comparison plots showing the difference in the shape of the H jetsT spectrum in the control region (4,2) and the
TMVA score distributions in the signal-enriched regions (5,4), (6,3), and (6,4).
Appendix C
GlaNtp Input Variable Plots
“I try all things; I achieve what I can.”
— Herman Melville, Moby-Dick; or, The Whale
GlaNtp includes functionality to allow it to plot the input variables to neural network
training. Stacked plots of the three highest-ranked (by TMVA importance) variables
in the signal-enriched region (5,4) are shown in Figure C.1; those for the region (6,3)
are shown in Figure C.2, and those for the region (6,4) are shown in Figure C.3.
These rankings are as shown in Table 7.4. For the sake of clarity, the processes
shown in the smaller legend box in each of the following figures are described in
Table C.1.
Colour Process
Green Dibosons
Red (solid) tt¯H
Red (line) tt¯H × 15
White W+jets
Beige Z+jets
Aquamarine Single top
Light violet tt¯+light jets
Dark violet tt¯bb¯
Table C.1: The colour scheme used to denote signal and background processes in
the figures in this appendix. These are the processes shown in the smaller legend
box.
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(a) (5,4): aplanarityb−jet
(b) (5,4): H1
(c) (5,4): ∆Ravgbb
Figure C.1: Plots showing the distributions of the leading three variables (as ranked
by TMVA importance) to TMVA training in the Standard Model analysis region
(5,4). The tt¯H signal is scaled up by a factor of 15 for ease of visualisation.
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(a) (6,3): H1
(b) (6,3): centrality
(c) (6,3): ∆Ravgbb
Figure C.2: Plots showing the distributions of the leading three variables (as ranked
by TMVA importance) to TMVA training in the Standard Model analysis region
(6,3). The tt¯H signal is scaled up by a factor of 15 for ease of visualisation.
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(a) (6,4): H0
(b) (6,4): aplanarityb−jet
(c) (6,4): H1
Figure C.3: Plots showing the distributions of the leading three variables (as ranked
by TMVA importance) to TMVA training in the Standard Model analysis region
(6,4). The tt¯H signal is scaled up by a factor of 15 for ease of visualisation.
Appendix D
Glossary for SM Analysis
Nuisance Parameter Plots
“I understand a fury in your words, But not the words.”
— Shakespeare, Othello
This appendix is a key to the abbreviated names of the nuisance parameters used in
the pull distributions shown in Figures 7.6–7.9. These are detailed in Table D.1. The
22 components of jet energy scale (JES) are as provided to the ATLAS tt¯H,H → bb¯
analysis group by the ATLAS JES working group. Where component numbering is
used in the table, it reflects the numbering conventions of the ATLAS JES group.
Abbreviation Meaning
ttbar reweighting: 1 tt¯ data reweighting – jet η calibration
ttbar reweighting: 2 tt¯ data reweighting – jet detector effects
ttbar reweighting: 3 tt¯ data reweighting – jet overlap
ttbar reweighting: 4 tt¯ data reweighting – b-tag efficiency
ttbar reweighting: 5 tt¯ data reweighting – b-jet energy scale
ttbar reweighting: 6 tt¯ data reweighting – MC generator
ttbar reweighting: 7 tt¯ data reweighting – jet energy resolution
ttbar reweighting: 8 tt¯ data reweighting – initial- & final-state radiation
ttbar reweighting: 9 tt¯ data reweighting – fragmentation
ttbar + HF: 1 Generator choice (PowHeg versus MadGraph)
ttbar + HF: 2 Energy scale (Q2) variation in MadGraph
ttbar + HF: 3 c-mass variation in MadGraph
ttbar + HF: 4 b-mass variation in MadGraph
ttbar + HF: 5 Heavy-flavour matching in MadGraph
ttbar + HF: 6 Parton shower modelling: light flavours
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ttbar + HF: 7 Parton shower modelling: heavy flavours
JES: 1 Effective JES statistical/method component 3
JES: 2 Effective JES statistical/method component 2
JES: 3 Effective JES statistical/method component 1
JES: 4 Effective JES modelling component 4
JES: 5 Effective JES modelling component 3
JES: 6 Effective JES modelling component 2
JES: 7 Effective JES modelling component 1
JES: 8 Effective JES mixed modelling/detector component 2
JES: 9 Effective JES mixed modelling/detector component 1
JES: 10 Effective JES detector component 3
JES: 11 Effective JES detector component 2
JES: 12 Effective JES detector component 1
JES: 13 Mixture of light-quark and gluon jets
JES: 14 JES uncertainty for gluon jets
JES: 15 Abundance of single-parton jets
JES: 16 Pileup modelling – jet pT
JES: 17 Density of pileup contamination (ρ)
JES: 18 Pileup – offset, no. of primary vertices (NPV) term
JES: 19 Pileup – offset, pileup jet multiplicity (µ) term
JES: 20 Calorimeter response to b-jets
JES: 21 Jet eta intercalibration – data statistics
JES: 22 Jet eta intercalibration – modelling
Electrons: 1 Electron identification
Electrons: 2 Electron resolution
Electrons: 3 Electron trigger
Electrons: 4 Electron energy scale
Electrons: 5 Electron reconstruction
Muons: 1 Muon trigger
Muons: 2 Muon reconstruction
Muons: 3 Muon identification
Muons: 4 Muon momentum scale
Muons: 5 Muon resolution in the muon system
Muons: 6 Muon resolution in the tracker
ttH modelling: 1 Functional form of tt¯H scale
ttH modelling: 2 Scale variation
ttbar parton shower modelling: 1 Light flavours
ttbar parton shower modelling: 2 Heavy flavours
Table D.1: A glossary of the abbreviated terms used in the nuisance parameter plots
for the Standard Model tt¯H,H → bb¯ analysis.
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